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three main QL packages
come under close scrutiny
from our team of reviewers:
Quill, Abacus and Archive.

-l-

Editorialrn" boss sounds off | letters o"r readers in theirEditorialrn" to.. r*,"a. on
about Sinclair's marketing

the QL world right now, but
what there is you'll find here!

NEITSERIES:
in C P"t", Rodwelikicks off a

:lSffioaslccourse

-

A peek at Psion N,raeeie
Brirton profiles the company
which wrote the QL's
bundled software.

How many bits in your miro?
When is a 32-bit micro not a
32-bit micro - and does it
really matter?

Meanwhile, Adam Denning
continues his tutorial on
SuperBasic, fhe language
which comes with the QL.
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HaveWe All Been Gonned?
Somehow we all hoped that this time it
would be different. Surely, we thought,
having messed up the launches of his
previous two maihines, Clive Sincl-air
ivould take care to get it right this
time. Particularly as he was going
after the more serious business buyer.

But no. Once again we have the old
saga of a machine being launched and
af,uertised as auailable long before the
product is in a fit state for selling.
Sinclair, it seems, takes a long time to
learn his lessons.

Let's get a few things straight,
though, rather than condemn the
whole business out ofhand.

lf you're developing a new computer,
vou have to plan ahead. You have to
Luv allocations of chips from the manu-
fadturers many months ahead. If you
don't own your own factory, you have to
book production time in someb_ody_
else's, 

^again months ahead. And of
course you won't sell anything unless
you tell people about it, which means
booking advertising space in maga-
zines and newspapers.

It's this last aspect which causes the
most resentment when things go
\wong, because that's what the Public
sees. Now most people are unaware
that a typical micro magazine hag .a
lead time of about two months. This
means that if you launch your product
today and buv Iots ofadvertising space,
nobo"dv will lnow about it for another
two m'onths. The art is in choosing your
launch date so that by the time the
news and the adverts hit the streets,
production is just under way. ln turn,
this means that by launch date, you'll
only have a few prototypes - you can't
have a factory churning out thousands
of machines during those two months.

This is the bit which Sinclair consis-
tently gets wrong. With the 2X81, the
Spec[rum and the QL, he has managed
to launch and book advertising space
long before the product was ready. The
result has been chaos each time, with
thousands of people sending off money
in response to those infamous'delivery
within 28 days' adverts and then wait-
ing for months before the goods turned
up.-Of 

course Sinclair is by no means the

only company to behave in this way.
Acorn kept some people waiting for 11
months for the BBC Micro and there
have been plenty of other, less spec-
tacular cases in the last few years. But
Sinclair seems to be more public than
most companies and to have done it
more often.

There can be little doubt, though,
that Sinclair knew full well before
QL launch that the product would not
be readv in time. It seems reasonable
to conjecture that the machine was
launched some six months before it
should have been. But why?

One obvious answer is that it was a
swipe at Acorn, a companY whifh has
irrilated Sinclair (and a lot of other
oeonle) bv eettins rich with little effort
bn ftte sBi Ivlicro. The QL launch was
clearly timed to strike hard at Acorn's
chances of renewing its BBC contract -
and the QL price is clearly no coinci-
dence eithei when you take into
account the BBC factor.

In fact the QL's price is very interest-
ing indeed. We have been reliablY

informed by production engineers who
have studied the machine that Sinclair
could be paying a factory price as high
as f340 on each unit. If true, then the
f59 margin gives little or no room for
profit. This contrasts wildly with the
Spectrum (estimated cost f15 for the
48k model) and with general industry
practice, in which a business machine
typically retails for about three times
its factory price.

Meanwhile, Sir Clive Sinclair him-
self has kept a remarkably low profile
on the QL saga. People close to him say
he's no longer interested in the compu-
ter side and prefers to concentrate on
his pet projects, the electric car, the
flat-screen TV and the Metalab.

The flat-screen TV was launched a
long time ago and has never seen the
light of day. With monochrome 80
column x 25 line liquid crystal dis-
plays now appearing on production
machines and colour versions likely
within the next 18 months, the flat-
screen concept seems a dead duck for
the computer business. And the
Japanese have developed liquid crystal
TVscreens...

The electric car is more promising,
even though General Motors aban-
doned the concept years ago as imprac-
tical after spending $110 million on
development. Sinclair seems pretty de-
termined to go ahead with it: one of our
spies recently reported seeing a
9220,000 bodywork mould for the vehi-
cle being made in Portugal.

The point of all this is that, with
these and other ambitious projects in
the pipeline, Sinclair will need its
computer business to provide finance.
In turn, QL customers *'ill need to be
treated rather better than they have
been so far ifthey are not to give up in
disgust and buy other machines.

So have we been conned? On the
whole, no. But people who in good faith
part with their money and then wait
months, only to receive a bug-ridden
machine with a bodge on the back and
semi-functioning software could be for-
given for feeling that they have.

Over to you, Sinclair . . .

Peter Rodwell
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A run-down of new prod.ucts, people and, euents in the QL rnarh,:et.

The rivals suffer
Sinclair may not be having
the best of times getting its
act together with the QL.
What's certain, however, is
that its rivals are having a
rnuch worse time of it. Two of
its UK rivals, Camputers
and Dragon Data, are the
Iatest companies to suffer
financially at the hands of
the UK marketplace.

Camputers, which
manufactures the Lynx, has
creditors meeting in an effort
to find a suitable formula for
keeping the company afloat.
At the time of going to press
the company had not ceased
trading. Dragon Data in
Wales has gone into
receivership, with the
directors and shareholders
hoping that a new buyer can
be found for the company.
There's talk that this could
be Tandy, whose Color
Computer was the model for
the Dragon 32. Dragon made
a name for itself with the 32
but has never quite managed
to translateJhat into
massive salds.

The Lynx, which comes in
48k, 96k and 128k versions -
the latter recently having
been rechristened the
Laureate - has been a good
seller on the continent,
especially in France. It has
never managed to stake too
much of a claim to the
hearts, minds and wallets of
computer buyers in this
country. The top-of-the-
range Laureate, is the new
addition to the family, has
the type of specification that
could make it interesting as
a rival to the QL in certain
markets.

With 128k of memory, an
optional floppy disk drive,
the admittedly boring 280
processor and the admittedly
equally boring CP/M
operating system, it has the
capability oftaking a useful
slice of the new small
businessihome user
professional market that
Sinclair has identified as a
major QL target. The 280
and CPiM may be boring and
are certainly old but they

rc
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Dobson's made the quantum leap - he discouered he could earn
more money elsewhere.

bring to the Laureate a
wealth of working
applications software,
something that the new
marketplace will need and
which the QL arguably does
not have.

Dragon has succumbed
and moved into receivership
with a view to locating a new
purchaser for the company.
It has been refinanced
several times already since
being saved from the failed
Mettoy toy company by
Prutech, the high-tech arm
of Prudenitial Insurance.

Although it built up a
coterie ofdedicated fans, the
Dragon 32 never became a
massive seller and was, with
its 32k memory and
Motorola 6809 processor,
overtaken by the
mainstream of events. The
improved version, the
Dragon 64, did little to
change the company's
fortunes.

Ironically, Dragon's
failure comes at a time when
it could have made a more
significant, if temporary,
mark on the scene. It had
just announced a
professional machine,
equipped with micro disk
drives, and had plans to
produce an MSX machine, a
move which could have
saved it by putting the
company back into the
mainstream of small
computing. The MSX
standard is going to be
aggressively explqited by its
main protirgonists, the
Japanese manufacturers.
These have so'far
conspicuously failed to take
the home computer market
by storm, mainly because
they have been unable to get
any worthwhile systems or
applications software on
their existing hardware.

The collaboration with US
software house Microsoft to
produce the MSX standard
gives them their best chance.
It also gives any other
company an equally good
chance and the Japanese
would have welcomed an
indigenous company like
Dragon championing their
cause for them. In the short
term the move would be an
advantage for the company,
but in the long term, there
are many observers who feel
it would simply open the
door to a flood ofJapanese
machines which would then
wipe out any direct, local
rivals in the traditional
Japanese way.
MB

Alternative OS for QL?
The tangled story of the Q-L's I screen are available.
operafingsystemreceives I However,GSThas
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facility. The GST operating I Basic, or some other
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operaling system. It's
probable that the two
pioducts will eventually
meet up aJter all.
Sid,Smith
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Put an Apple
in your pocket -
well, nearly
Portability seems to be the
flavour of the month in small
computing at the moment,
with everybody having a go.
Among the latest is Apple,
which has taken an old idea,
repackaged it in a compact
portable form and combined
it with a mass of working,
proven applications packages.

The old idea is the Apple
II, the computer that
probably wins the prize as
the oldest piece ofkit still
being sold today. That basic
machine, following its
reworking two years ago into
the Apple IIe, has now been
reworked once more with
CMOS devices and a lot of
repackaging. Now it can be
had as a portable machine -
the Apple IIc.

Though this might seem to
many to be a rather poor
scam on Apple's part -
putting old technology in a
new package and
remarketing it - the move
looks quite sensible in
practice. For one thing,
many of the professional and
even quasi-professional
people that Sinclair is
targetting for the QL are
going to be interested in the
possibilities that come with
portability. And with the
Apple II there is a fund of
directly runnable
applications software that is
second only to that available
under CP/M. Software. For
many ofthose target users,
this could be the key to their
hearts.
MB

Clone QL
competitor
You may think that cloning
is a purely biological trick
much loved by science fiction
writers and food scientists.
In the world of computers,
however, it has another
meaning: the production of
almost endless versions of
the IBM Personal Computer,
produced by other
manufacturers.

These PC clones have been
developed in the main to try
to take a direct slice ofthe
IBM market from under the
Blue Giant's nose. Others,
however, have been aimed at

different markets, and one of
the latest is aimed at the
same market as the Sinclair
QL.

This is the Advance
Technology 86a, a machine
which offers a claimed IBM
compatibility with a unit
price which will be familiar -
f,399. Advance Technology
has sigrred to supply the
machine, together with its
bigger brother the 86b, to
WH Smith, which is now
selling them through
selected stores. This is
something of a coup for
Advance for it brings it
directly into one of the major
high street retailers, though
Smiths will be starting by
selling the machine through
selected stores only.

Apart from their IBM
compatibility, the two
machines are in many
completely different. The
bigger 86b is much more the
direct competitor to the IBM
PC itself, with twin disk
drives, up to 768k of memory
and bundled software from
Perfect. The 86a is
something different,
however.

Both share the same
processor, the true 16-bit
8086 from Intel, but the 86a
has a standard 128k of
memory, expandable up to
256k, a 16k video RAM, 64k
of ROM which includes
Micro3oft's GW Basic, and a
separate, good quality
keyboard.

It has interfaces for a
joystick, light pen and
Centronics-compatible
printer. It also has a port for
an audio cassette. This is the
odd quirk about a machine
that only needs a disk port
and optional disk drive to
make it something that
could potentially run the QL
a very good race. Instead, it
has the worst ofall possible
compromises, a high-
powered processor coupled to
a lousy storage system.

Thoughthe GWBasic
incorporated in the machine
has been modified to be
compatible with that used in
the IBM PC, the fact that it
is cassette-based rather than
disk-based would seem to
negate its original
attraction. This omission has
been made with,
presumbbly, the objective of
protecting the market for the
bigger 86b, which retails for
a startling price off,1,500,
the same total as a fully
upgraded 86a would cost.
Like the QL itself, however,

it seems as though a good
idea has been diminished by
the lack of that most obvious
utility, access to disk
storage.
MB

HP laps up
software
It's amazing just how big the
Iittle'uns are getting and
what sort of facilities they
can offer. Take the new
HP110 from Hewlett-
Packard. This was recently
pre-announced by the
company, together with the
suggestion that it will be
available in the UK towards
the end ofthis year.

Be that as it may, the
package specification shows
just what all this technology
stuff can accomplish.
Starting with a CMOS 8086
processor, which means its
power consumption is low, it
goes on to include 272k of
RAM, 384k of ROM and a
flip-up 80 x 16 LCD display.
All of this is in a lap-portable
machine which runs off
batteries.

It's not going to be a
cheapo little box, that's for
sure. The quoted US price is
going to be around $3000,
which means that it's above
the majority of QL owners'
wallets. That doesn't mean it
can be ignored, though. For
example, it comes complete
with bundled applications
software and one ofthose
packages could be ofgreat
interest to the type of
business user that Sinclair
expects to see making up
part of the QL market. That
package is the now famous
Lotus 1-2-3, which
integrates a variety of
business-oriented tasks into
a single program. This is
complemented by the
Memomaker word-processor

\

package and HP's own
Personal Applications
Manager. A significant
feature ofall this software,
coupled with the exploitation
oftechnology, is that they
are all mounted in that
massive 384k of ROM.

Though the HP110
represents the top ofthe pile
when it comes to lap-
portable computers, there
are others around that offer
similar facilities for less
money. There are the
existing'note book'
machines such as the Tandy
100 and the Epson HX20,
which offer considerable
performance for a low price.
They lack the type of
performance that a QL user
could come to expect, though
they are gaining a useful
niche, especially the Epson,
as specialised remote data
entry tools for other
machines.

Epson has another lap
machine, the PX-8, which it
has recently announced.
This, like the HP machine,
makes much of technology's
advances in semiconductor
technology and, in
particular, ROM technology.
It also includes bundled
applications software
mounted in extensive ROM
as a standard item. This is a
capability that has long been
predicted but is now
becoming a reality. It will
give all small computers
both the performance of
existing desk-top business
machines with considerably
easier operation by the user
- no swapping disks,
cassettes, Microdrive
cartridges or anything else
to load the applications
progTams.
MB

Squeezing it in
Sinclair managing director

5I:
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manufactured and designed
by OE Ltd of Cumbria.

OE makes the VTX5000
modem for the Spectrum,
sold for use with the
Micronet 800 database on
Prestel. Sinclair is known to
have been impressed by the
VTX5000, which recently
won the British
Microcomputing Peripheral
of the Year award. MD Nigel
Searle is on record as saying
that the high specification oT
the OE modemhad
prevented Sinclair from
releasing its own device for
the Spectrum.

The priority given to the
QL modem reflects the
growing recognition given by
micro manufacturers to
telecommunications links
between computers. Acorn
has already released a
modem for the BBC Micro
and Commodore is planning
an independent Prestel-style
database.

The Sinclair deal with OE
is supposedly confidential.
Neither of the two companies
would comment about the
price or availability ofthe
new device.
SidSmith

0sborne encores
, . . agaln
Maybe a bit outside the price
range ofan average QL user
(should such a thing exist)
but the new Encore from
Osborne could be up the
street of some of Sir Clive's
projected business-oriented
marketplace. At around
f,1,500, perhaps a bit more,
the new machine combines
the two most sexy elements
of personal computing
known: portability and IBM
PC compatibility.

Ah! Osborne - now there's
a name to conjure with.
Adam Osborne's company
shot from nothing tO '
megabuck corporation status
in double-quick time. It
repeated the trick, in
reverse, last year even
quieker. Now it has re-
appeared in a new, slimmed-
down form with a new
machine, aptly named
Encore.

But this is no second
coming for Adam himself,
who has left the fold.
Instead, the machine is the
brainchild of other Osborne
people and is being
manufactured for it under
contract. It sports 128k of

Nigel Searle has said that
the external EPROM is to be
fitted to the first 13,000 QLs
to be shipped. These
machines will be referred to
as Version Zero. Version 1 of
the QL will follow,
containing EPROMs fitted
internally and at some later
date these would be replaced
by full production ROMs.

At the time of writing, it is
not clear how big these
internal chips will be. QL
User understands that the
current size of the machine's
system software is around
42k. Ofthis, 32k occupies
two 16k internal EPROMs
while a further 10k is
contained in the external
chip.

But 42k is an inconvenient
size in computing terms.
Sinclair is currently deciding
whether to expand ihis
figure to 48k, allowing it to
build in extra features but
requiring chip sizes of32k
plus 16k. Alternatively, it
could try and restrict the
ROM size to 40k and thereby
require only an 8k chip along
with the 32k one.

Sinclair's struggle with
ROM sizes has been at the
heart ofthe QL delays. The
company originally intended
that the QL should have a
32k ROM and commissioned
Cambridge systems house
GST to write a 21k operating
system for the machine.
Meanwhile, Sinclair would
write its 11k SuperBasic.

Accounts differ over what
happened next. According to
some sources, the GST
operating system was too big
or did not fulfil the Sinclair
specifications; Sinclair's
programmers had to heavily
adapt it, thus causing the
delays.

However, sources close to
GST itself insist that the
company fulfilled the
specifications laid down by
Sinclair both as to size and
specification. They claim
that the fault lay with the
Sinclair SuperBasic, which
emerged as double the
specified size. Asked for
confirmation of GST's
innocence, one Sinclair
informant said tersely,'Well,
they got paid.'
SidSmith

QL modem soon?
The QL modem, promised at
the machine's launch as one
ofthe first add-ons to be
released, is being

One rnore time from Osborne.
RAM, CMOS 8086 processor,
an 80 character by 16 line
LCD display and a single
360k floppy disk as its
standard equipment. It
comes in an interesting-
looking package that is
oriented vertically, rather
than horizontally.

By going for PC
compatibility, Osborne is
taking on a number of
competitors head-on,
including - so rumour has it
- the forthcoming new micro
from ACT. The blood-letting
in this area could be quite
dramatic in the not-too-
distant future. The potential
pickings are, however, large
to whoever corners the
market. There is going to be
a lot ofinterest in portable
PC clones from professional
people, especially those with
pretentions towards being
serlous users.
MB

Commodore
now a rival
Having been a head-on
competitor of Sinclair's in
the home computer market,
Commodore has seen Sir
Clive Leap Quantumly into
the realms of extra-high-
tech-computing-at-a-low-
price and in the process
target the quasi-business
professional (and there's a
contradiction in terms) as a
major potential marketplace
for the QL.

The response from Big C
hasjust arrived. Or to be
more specific, has been
waved around a bit prior to
being actually launched. Or
not as the case may be.
Commodore is exceptionally

good at almost producing a
lot of machines it appeared
to have launched at one time
or'another. The rival to the
QL, if that's the correct title
for it, is the Plus/4, which
was one of two machines
introduced by the company
recently. The second, called
the C16, is a games-player
primarily, withjust 16k of
memory. The Plusi4 with
64k, while not over-endowed
compared to the QL, is
intended for this new target
market of the home business
person.

This can be deduced from
the four applications
packages that come bundled
in ROM with the machine.
These - word processing,
database management,
spreadsheet and business
graphics - are what gives the
Plus/4 its name: computer
'plus four', geddit?

With the logic prevalant
in the home computer
business, the Plus/4 is
incompatible with the
software already available
for Commodore's hugely
successful 64 machine.
While primarily a games
player, this has attracted a
number of business
applications pro grammers
and, consequently, some of
the early members of that
target market all
manufacturers are
identifying. The change will
oblige them to throw away
their existing software and
start again. Alternatively,
they could throw it away and
buy something else iirstead,
which is no doubt what
Sinclair earnestly hopes.
MB

Sid Sm,ith is news editor of
Micronet 800.
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Did you buy your QL becalrse
Sinclair describes it as a '32-bit'
computer? Does that make it twice
as sood as a 16-bit machine and
foui times better than an 8-bit
micro? Does it really matter
anvwav?

For "att.*""s to all these ques-
tions, we need to take a look inside
a micro and see what goes on in
there.

A microcomputer is a computer
in which the central processing
unit or CPU is built into one single
component, a microprocessor chip.
Addsome memory and some input/
output capability, and You have a
computer.

Inside the microprocessor there
are a number of memory cells
called registers which are used to
hold data being processed by the
CPU. The more registers there are,
the more data can be stored there,
where the CPU can get at it
quickly without having to waste
time -getting it from-the main
svstem memorv. When work on a
piece of data has been completed,
the result can be sent out of the
CPU chip along the data bus, a
series of wires which carry the
information to a location in main
memorv. Similarlv. when the CPU
needs "to get information from
memory, it sends out a series of
signals which cause a copy of the
data item to be sent along the data
bus and into the CPU chip, where it
is placed in a register.

Consider a CPU with one or
more 8-bit registers and an 8-bit
data bus, as shown in Figure 1.
There are four registers, A, B, C,
and D, of which A is the main one,
used for all arithmetical opera-
tions. Usually, this is called the
a,ccumulator. Suppose we want to

We haven't really gained all
that much in overall

efficiency.

add together two numbers, each
represented by eight binary digits,
or-a single byte. We must get one
number from memory and store it
in the accumulator; then we get the
second number and store it in one
of the registers, say B. Then we
execute an instruction which adds
the number in B to that in the
accumulator and leaves the result
in A. Finallv. we send the result
out on the data bus, usually to
another memory location.

Although this sounds tedious, it
works qufte well until we want to
handle iarger numbers than can be
represente-d in a single byte. If we
want to add, say, two 16-bit num-
bers, we find ourselves involved in
quite a few memory transfer opera-
tlons. The obvious solution is to
devise a CPU with 16-bit registers,
like Figure 2. This actually shows
part of the guts of the 280 proces-
ror, the m"ost widely-useci 8-bit
CPU. As yo{.r can see, we still have
an 8-bit accumulator but at least
we now have some 16-bit registers
for storing either several 16-bit
numbers or many more 8-bit num-
bers.

But of course there's a bottle-
neck; when we want a 16-bit
number, we still have to move it to
and from memory as two bytes
because we still have only an 8-bit
data bus. Thus, although we can
work more efficiently inside the
CPU when we handle large num-
bers, we haven't really gained all
that much in overall efficiency.

Getting bigger
The next step, then, is to make the
data bus wider, and, while we're at
it, we might as well give the CPU a
16-bit accumulator. But we run
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into problems of a different nature.
If we have 16 data lines, we end up
with an undesirably large CPU
chip, for we want another 20 or so
lines for the address signals (which
tell the memory which location the
CPU is reading from or writing to)
and we need a number of other
control signals too.

There are ways around this,
though. For instance, the 8086
CPU chip is built with a combined
data/address bus and with 16-bit
registers inside. This sort ofdesign
requires memory to be '16-bits
wide', though, and it needs addi-
tional circuitry to separate the
data and address signals. The end
result - at the time the 8086 first
appeared was an expensive
system.

To overcome this problem, a
'sawn-off version of the 8086 was
developed, the 8088. This is inter-
nally virtually identical to the
8086 but has onlv an 8-bit data
bus. This may Jeem somewhat
retrogressive, but the theory was
that what was lost through spend-
ing more time shuffling data to and
from the CPU would be made up by
increased power within the CPU
itself. The 8088 was quickly
adopted in the IBM PC and the
Sirius, and because it has a 16-bit
CPU, these machines were de-
scribed as 16-bit computers.

The swings-and-roundabouts
theory didn't work out, though.
Byte magazine conducted some ex-
tensive benchmark comparisons of
the 8088 and 8086 and found'that
the '88 was between 10 and 40
percent slower than the '86. A
debate then arose as to whether or
not the 8088 could truly be called a
16-bit processor.

A similar situation now exists
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over the 68008 chip in the QL. The
68008 is a derivative of the power-
ful Motorola 68000 chip, which has
32-bit registers .internally but a
16-bit data bus. The 68008 is inter-
nally the same as the 68000 but
has an 8-bit data bus, producing
the same bottleneck effect as the
8088.

In this case, should the QL right-
ly be called a 32-bit computer? And
in fact should any machine using a
68000 family processor be so desig-
nated? If not, then how do we
describe these machines?

Clearly, it is no longer accurate
to talk in terms either of accumula-
tor width or data bus width alone. I
feel that a new description ofthese
CPUs is called for, which shows
clearly what the situation is. Cur-
rently, the only method which
seems to make sense is to quote
both figures, in the form accumula-
toridata bus. This would give us
the following table for the popular
processors:

z,80 8/8
8088 16/8
8086 t6tr6
68008 32t8
68000 32n6

This nomenclature is pretty
clumsy, of course, but so far I have
yet to come across some other,
neater and more meaningful
system.

Does it matter
anwyay?

The obvious question to ask is
whether the user will notice the
effects of having a wider CPU. As
most microcomputers spend nearly
all of their time sitting waiting fo"r

urMicfr
The majority of users will

never notice the
difference.

something to be typed in at the
keyboard, the answer must be that
the majority of users will neyer
notice the difference. After all,
most people buy computers for
their functionality rather than for
technical considerations. Proces-
sing speed, for the majority of
current applications, is quite
irrelevant as far as most users are
concerned.

But there's another side to the
coin, one which is rarely consi-
dered. While a processor like the
68008 may not provide massive
speed improvements over an 8-bit
machine (and to be fair, it does
provide some improvement), the
real advantage of the bigger pro-
cessors is in the amount of memory
which can be attached to them.

With an 8/8 processor like the
280, a maximum of 64 kbytes of
memory could be used, unless addi-
tional and complex circuitry was
employed. The bigger processors
can, in some cases, handle several
megabytes of memory.

Now a popular theme of some
'old hand'programmers is to ram-
ble on at length about how, back in
the'good old days', they wrote an
entire payroll program on some
ancient beast which took up only
1k of memory; today, they assert,
we're just spoilt by all those kilo-
bytes of RAM.

What they overlook, of course, is
that the computers they worked
with were big and expensive and
there was no question of one being
provided for the personal use of
everybody in a large company.
Those computers required a team
of highly-trained specialists both to
program and to operate them.

Today, things are different. Per-
sonal computers are cheap and

plentiful and are appearing on
desk tops throughout industry,
commerce and education. But these
new machines are ceasing to be
computers they're becoming
items of office equipment, business
tools, in fact, much like typewriters
and photocopiers.

Now you don't need a degree
course to operate a photocopier
because the manufacturers have
made them simple to operate - just
show someone where to put the
original and which button to press
and they're away.

Thus it is with computers, too.
People neither want nor should be
required to know anything about
computers in order to use one as
part of their daily work, just as you
don't necessarily need to know how
a TV works to watch Crossroqds.
The old idea of computer literacy
for all is in fact spurious - compd-
ters must be made 'people literate'
instead.

In turn this means that much
more effort has to be put into
making the machines 'user friend-
ly' and this requires massive
amounts of memory. User inter-
faces such as windows, colour, and
high-resolution graphics are all
memory-intensive and could not
take place without, firstly, cheaper
memory chips and secondly, pro-
cessors which can handle the extra
memory.

Enter the bigger processors. If
and when Sinclair produces the
promised 512k RAM expansion,
you'll see some really slick and
smart programs on the QL. Not
that the existing software isn't
smart already, but we have a long,
long way to go yet and on the way
we'll be gobbling up all the mem-
ory we can get . . .
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Exclusive systems
for your computer.

Send for details.
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We welcome letters our readers but do them short and to the
nt-

Scriptor Court, 155 Farrinqdon Road, London ECLR SAD.

To buy or not to buy
CurrentlylownaDragon
32, tape recorder,
joysticks and a Shiwa
CP80 dot matrix printer,
all of which I am very
happy with. I am now very
tempted by the QL but
before forking out f,4fi)-
plus, I would like to clear
up a few doubts.

There is always
speculation with new
micros regarding teething
problems and these apply
to the QL so I am not sure
whether to wait until the
QL is established and
readily available or just to
go ahead and ordernow.
My main fear is that after I
have invested f,400,
Sinclair will decide to iron
out any problems.

The Shiwaprinterhas a
parallel interface but the
QLdoesn'thave a
Centronics port. rffill it be
better to buy the add-on
parallel port for the QL
when it's available or to
buy the optional RS232
interface for the Shiwa?
Also, where would I
obtain the appropriate
lead to match the QL?
KG Sime, Nuneaton

A careful read ofthis issue
will reueal that there are
problems with the QL.
Clearly these will in due
course be cleaned up andthe
machine will then liue up to
its excellent spec - but we still
don't know when this will be.
Whether or not you should
buy now or wait for the final
uersion depends on, firstly ,

whether or not the problems
in current machines affect the
sort of work you want to do,
and, secondly, on how

Sinclair proposes to upgrade
machines sold before the final
uersion becomes auailable,
something else which we
don't know at the moment.

On balance, we'd suggest
that unless you're dzsperate
for a QL now, you'd be better
offwaiting for the finalised,
full produrti.on uersinns; ute
hnpe that these are only a
short timc away but there's
no guarantee ofthnt!

Regarding the printer, it's
probably easier to conuert the
printer to R5232 - again, we
just don't know when the
parallel interface will be
auailable. See our comrnents
to the letter below regarding
leads; hopefully Sinclair will
offer a proper R5232 lead
sornetime...Ed.

Qlousts NewBrain
I am thinking of buying a
QL because it would be a
considerable upgrade on
my present machine - aNewBrain. IfindIneed
considerably more
memory and it would
seem better to buy a QL
rather than spend the
money on extra memory
for the NewBrain.

C)ne problem which
concerns me is how to
transfer the large amount
of data currently stored
on tape. This is stored in
the form ofstring arrays.
Is there any way of
transferring it without
retyping it all?
IMKennedy,
Northampton

As both machines are
equipped with R5232
interfaces, the easy way (in
theory, at least) to transfer it
would be electronically. You

will need to write two
progra.m.s, one on the
NewBrain to send the data,
an element at a time, out
through the R5232 port, and
one on the QL to receiue the
data and put it back into an
array in the same order. It
could then be saued onto a
Microdriue cartridge.

You will also haue to make
up an R5232 lead, as both
mnr hinc s hau e non - sta,ndard
connectors. T he N ewB rain
connectors are sold by Kuma
Computers Ltd, Unit 12,
Horseshoe P ark, H orseshoe
Road, P angbourne, B erhs
RG8 7JW and. cost around {,8
each. We hauen't yet found a
source for QL connectors, but
we'll heep you posted. Ed.

What about some
games?
I have never had a
computer but am thinking
of buying a QL. Please
could you tell me if there
is, or will be, as wide a
range of software as for
theZX Spectrum? I am
asking you this as I am
told there are no games
for the QL as it is solely a
business computer.
Sunil Mehra, London NW2

I don't think the QL will be
regarded as a business-only
m.achine, so I'm sure we'll see
plenty of garnes auailable for
it in due course. But software
houses can only write games
when they'ue got their hands
on the bug-free uersion of the
machine, and at the tirne of
writing, few had. Hopefully,
though, once the rnachine is
around in larger quantities,
we'll see some really good
gan1.es, ones which exploit the

QL's uery superior facilities.
Ed,

Qllor BBC?
I have been told that the
QL might become the new
BBC computer at some
time. As I was thinking of
buying a BBC Micro,
would it be better to wait
and get a QL instead?
J Williams, London NWll

O buiously Sinclair hoped
that, by launching the QL so
early and pricing it at t399 it
would get the BBC contract,
which is up for renewal this
sunxn'Ler. But hoping is a long
way from getting and there
seems little doubt now that
the BBC will renew its deal
with Acorn, especially
considering the uast number
of machines now sold and the
large amount of BBC
software auailable.If
Sinclair did euer haue a tie-
up withthe BBC,itwould
probably be as a second
'official' machine, rather than
as an exclusiue - but this is
pure speculation and the
BBC just doesn't want to
comment right now.

In any case, you don't scty
why the BBC tag is so
important. Of course, any
machine with BBC on it will
sell well (because it effectively
gets free aduertising on the
BBC) and there will be plenty
of software. But there are
other considerations to be
taken into account when you
buy a cornputer: what you
want to d.o with it is the most
im.portant; ualue for money
counts too, andthe QL
undoubtedly beats the BBC
machine inthis respect, or
will do when it's debugged.
Ed.
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Remember those glossy brochures
which Sinclair produced at the
launch of the QL? The ones con-
taining full-colour photos and long,
eulogistic paragraphs about the
glories of the QL? The ones with
the now infamous '28 days' order
form?

If you sent off your money
there and then, you're probably
intimately familiar with that
brochure as it's the nearest most
people were able to get to a QL for
several months. Even now, we
suspect, there are plenty of
around wonderins if '28 dav

SERIES

nothing whatsoever to a human.
Yet early computers required hu-
mans to write programs in just this
form; a difficult, tedious and very
error-prone task.

It was quickly realised that a
more efficient way of programming
could be devised; this took the form
of a very simple language, which
was intelligible to .humans but of
course was meaningless to the
computer. The trick wfrich .rnade
this useful waq a special cornputer, I
proglam wliieh ltranslatedl_oq lcom. J

r of people
days'real-

Peter Rodwell launches a
ser serles on

around wondering
ly meant'28 weeks'.

The brochure featured, among
other things, a list of hardware and
software enhancements which,
Sinclair claimed, were on their way
to make your QL even better. Now
we could be forgiven for taking
that list with a shovelful of salt in
view of Sinclair's perforrhance - or,
rather, Iack of it - since then. But
on that list was one very interest-
ing item - a compiler for the C
programming language.

Now many people would im-
rnediately ask why, when the QL
comes with a very comprehensive
programming language - Super-
Basic - built into (mostly) the
machine, anyone would want to
pay more for another language.

To understand why SuperBasic
isn't necessarily the answer to
everyone's prayers, we need to
understand a little about the rela-
tionship of programming lan-
guages to computers and how it is
that there are now several dozen
prdgramming languages in use.

Prcgramming
Iangruages

Computers work by manipulating
a series of electric signals. To all
intents and purposes, these can be
represented as a series of 1s and 0s.
Now you'll readily appreciate that
something like 01100110 might
mean a lot to a computer but

pilet' this langpage into:the c€fli-
puter-understandable 1s and-. 0s..
Proglamming langpages w€re:

people are now writing computer
programs in Basic for fun or ser-
ious work who otherwise might not
have been able to get to grips with
computers at all. Basic has made
the computer accessible to these
people and it has become the Lan-
guage of the microcomputer world.

However, while Basic has cer-
tainly been good to the micro
industry, the industry has not been
very good to Basic. One problem is
that the original Basic was fairly
crude in some areas. Specifically, it
contained no provision for hand-
ling the features we now expect on
our :' micros - sound, colour,
glaphics, etc. Most manufacturers
solved this problem by adding their
own extensions to the basic lan-
$agd'and this has led to a con-
siderable problem: there are now
lots of different versions of Basic
around. While they all share a
common core, they are usually
completely incompatible in every
other respect, so that there's little
or no guanantee that a Basic pro-
gram written on one machine will
work on another make of computer
without extensive alterations.

The bbviouS answer would be to
standardise,Basic, in some way. In
fact the Americen National Stan-
dards Institute has produced a
powerful stqndard Basic - ANSI
Basic - ,but': few manufacturers
have. bothered to implement it.
Microsoft, a well-known US soft-
ware house, has tried to introduce
a standard Basic called MSX Basic
but.this has severe drawbacks, not
the least of which is a requirement
t-hat a computer must contain cer-
tain specific components to run it.
Virtually the only people to adopt
the MSX standard are the
Japanese, as others seem to see
little use for a standard which
restricts hardware development in
such a fast-moving industry.

Sinclair's Basics have always
been very non-standard, but the
company takes the attitude that if
you sell enough machines then you
set some kind of a standard. This is

born.
Early programming languages

were'pietty crude; they involved a
set of very qryptic commands and
theii effeetive use required an inti-
mate underStanding of the compu-
ter's innards. This in turn meant
that a prograrn written for one
:eomputei .cauld' not be used on
anbther, :different machine unless
it *as completely re-written for
that second cornputer.

So a further, 'higher level' of
langgages was devised, which at
least in theory allowed a program-
mer to writb ,independently of the
computerrs hardwaie. And a series
of different langqages was devised,
each designed for a pbrticular type
of applicationl for general commer-
cial work, for industfial and mili-
tary control, and for, writing the
language lcompilers' thernsetrves.
Basic was oiiginaliy invented;as an
easy-to-learn, general'purpose lan.
guage which *ould a-Ilow pqople
like engineers and scientists to Set
useful results from a computer
without first undertaking the
lengthy programming training
that some other languages require.

The prohlem with
Basic

Generally speaking, Basic fulfiIs
its intended purpose quite well.
There's no doubt that millions of
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rather debatable, some think.
Another problem with Basic is

that it is an interpreted language.
Inside your QL is a large amount of
software devoted to translating
each line of a SuperBasic program
into the l-s and 0s that the machine
can 'understand'. Each time you
run a program, this translation
process must take place, which
slows down the computer consider-
ably.

Most other
piled - you
(usually with

Ianguages are cotn-

text editor) a
of software
it into '
you ru{+iliii
machineil
with ns-ll

worlds - you write the program
using the interpreter and once it's
finished and thoroughly tested, you
compile it. For reasons which we'll
Iook at as we discuss C, this isn't a
widely-used way of writing com-
mercial software.

The stntcturing
debate

If you are programming for serious
reasons (as opposed to personal
amusement), there are several ma-
jor considerations to be borne in
mind.

You need to be able to write a
program as quickly as possible and
you need to be able to test it and to
find and correct any errors with the
minimum possible time and effort.
Unless you are writing a one-off
program, you probably want it to
work on a wide variety of different
computers with the minimum
possible adaptation - it must be
'portable'. And you need to be able
to return to the program months or
even years later to amend it and be
able to find your way about it
easily. Ideally, the program should
be'self-documenting' so that mere-
ly by looking at it you know what's
happening. A family of program-
ming languages has evolved which
allows all of this. They are called
structured languages and C is one
of them; Basic isn't.

To give you an idea of what I
mean, here are two fragments of a
program, one in Basic and the

wnte .P,,,:LPgram
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want to multiply a variable called
X by another variable called Y and
put the result back into X; we want
to carry out this operation several
times, and print the value of X
each time. Suppose also that the
multiplication and the printing are
both carried out by subroutines
which exist elsewhere in the pro-
gram. Here's what the Basic pro-

I structured
language. Let us suppose that we

space and are tedious to write.
Compare it with this structured
example:
x:multiply (50,2)
print (x)
x:multiply (27,2.7\
print (x)

It is perfectly clear from this
what is going on. We have two
subroutines,'multiply' and'print',
whose names tell us precisely what
they do. When we call each sub-
routine, we give it the information
it requires - in this case by enclos-
ing numbers or variable names in
brackets - and in the case of
'multiplyl, the subroutine returns
the result which we can place
straight into the variable. Study
this example carefully and make
sure you understand what's going
on - you are looking at what is
almost a piece of a program written
in C.

But there's a lot more to struc-
tured languages than just giving
subroutines meaningful names in-
stead of line numbers. When you
write with a structured language
you break the task down into its
component parts and analyse them
carefully. Wherever you find an
operation being carried out more

grammight look like:
100 X:50
110 Y:2
120 GOSUB 5000
130 GOSUB 8050
l4O X:27
150 Y:2.7
160 GosuB 5000
r70 GosuB 8050

etc
The problem here is that there is

no indication as to what the two
subroutines are doing. If it's a
really long program, we have to
ferret around trying to find the
subroutines and figure out what
each one does before we can under-
stand what's going on. You could of
course include plenty of REM state-
ments to remind you what's hap-
pening but these take up memory
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o Word processing o Financial models o Budget planning
o Graphics presentations a Data base file management
o Accounting o Sa/es forecasting o Electronic mail
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Ascott House, 227 Elliott Street,
Tyldesley, Manchester
M29 8DG.

Tel: 0942-892818

UNBEATABLE PRICES?
TRY US!

A new portable, compact micro

Chaotic Desk?
Macintosh

is YOUR answer!

The complete Desktop Manager 0n a screen.

Call 0942-892818 NOW for full details
on Macintosh and all the

Apple family and peripherals.
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PEBSONAL COMPUTERS
lBMPC.6!K.2DSorvec roro prr tao DOS
lBMPC,6ah 2DSoilves colo.r onntao , DOS
IBMXT,_?8^ DSd ve noro i panldo DOS
IBMXT. r/8K.DSd ve coror. - or' rad . DOS
IBM Polable
APR|COTdouble SSdrlves + 256K + atr tiee sotuare + moritor
APRICOT,do!beDDdrives + 256K+alliieesotuare +moniror
APRICOTXi, 5MB + 256K + mon I SO + a jreesotuare..
APRICOTX|, 10MB - 256K + mo. + MD + attiiee sotuare ... .. .
SlRlUS, I 2MAd rvei r28K
SlBlUS.2 rMadilves 25b\
S|R|US.256K oMB.DSo tre
COMPAQ,256h RAM 2oilves MSDOS
COMPAO.256h FAM 0MBharoors\ . orva
CHAMELEON 9' screen.lwindrives. t15O0wodh sotuare . .. ..
OLMfrIM24, 128h do.oeo."Fr
OLlVEnl M24, 128h'0M8 -a doFl
SANYO 555, nc uoe: t, 000 wolh sotud,e
EPSONOXI0, 02(BAM dLalDD.1ee,olwa.e
EPSON PX-8
HYPEBION. 256K AAM dis- 2 d1!e-
MACINTOSHMSBdTc - Va,wrtp Maloarnt
APPLEIIEHOMEPACK:DD !ort.oile. rVToo
APPLEIIC. 128K FAM,-le'la di\. dlve
KAYPRO l0wilr r0MB -D aio reF sotware
HEWLENPACKARD HP 150
TELEVIDEOTELE-PC I605-?8h,ooub.eo ch roro
NECAPC.rono oL..oriJe 128k IMB 8 or.\s
NECAPC tsamea. abov.oLr colour
NECPC{800,monitor.orfier CpM.5"drives
NEcPc-80@.rooL p r rer :o."es cFM--

(Ptease rinq tor other NEC combinatons)

t1950
!2195
t3699
t3995

ICALL
.t1349
.t1496
.12029
.t2249
11759
t2349
.t2996
.11995

t1995
!1850
t3595

1849
t1495

€799
.!1995
t1699

.. t490
t799

!2395
12395
t1995
11890
t2295

1995
t995

HOBBY MICROCOMPUTERS
SPECTRUM4SK .. .. .. .. .t!99
srNcLAtRoL .. .. .. .. t339
AAC model B.. t349
coMMoDoREe. .... !159
ACORNElecton .. .. .. t159
ORlCAlmos .. .. .......!j39
ATARI ..!99

P ease r ng lor sofiware and add ons

PRINIEBS
DOTMATRIX
Canon PWr080A (NLO)
canon Pw1 1 564 {NLO)
CanonPJl0S0Alrnk ert
laqa Ta\an KPSi O INLOr
KaaaTaxan KPg1 0 {NLO)
Eoson RX80T .

EpsonRx8ofl. ..
Epso. FX80.
Epso. BXl00ff
EpsonMxrooil ...
EosonFX100il..
Epson LO1 500
ShrnwaCT -CP80
Shrnwa40 (colour)
PrismS0S ..
P'ism1325(coto!r). ..
Micropismfl(S&P). .. ..
ManoesmannTallyMTSo .. .. ...
MannesmannTal v MT160
ManresmannTai i/ MTi 8O
MTPtxyPtoner...1. .. ..
SeikoshaGPT00A (coLour)..
SelkoshacP2sox .. .. ..
SelkoshaGP550A
SerkoshaGPl00A...
TEC r550(para e )
TEC r550(lena )
MrcrolineS2A.. .. ..
m croline92P
Microlineg3P.....
M croline83P
Mlcroline&P
Mrcroline?410P..
Micro ineTradors
Srar Gemrnr 1 0X il (120cps)
5iarDeiia 1oil(80co 160cps)
Star Badi, 1ofl (80co'200cps)
Toshiba (192cps/r00cps)
Te(as lnsrruments Tt 81 o
Texas lnstumenlsTl 855FT
Anadex D P9725 (2aocps )
An adex WP6000 ( 330cps)
Anader DP6500 (s000cps)
DBE.Newbury DRI 8820
DFE.Newbury DFI 8931
Hermes6l2B
Anade^ DP9500 (18kps)
Anade: DP9620 (24&ps)
Siemens inkjel.
Diab ocolou.inklel

TEBMIilALS
QumeOW102. .. .. .. ..
OumeOVTl0S
OumeOVT2]lGXfienronics) .. .

OumeOW103(DECWl00) .. . .

KokusaiKDS(W1925 WS) .

KokusaiKDS(STD)...
HazellineEsp.il ... .. .. ..
HazellineEsprilll.. .. .. ..
BazeltineEsprillll(TVl950) ..

PLONERS
P,P1470.....
WalanabeMPl000 .. .. ..
WalanabeWX46s6
MTPixyPofier. ............
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than once, you write a subroutine
to do it. Thus, your program is built
up with a large number of these
blocks, each of which can be
thought of as a.black hq*'^- you put
one or more pieces of information
into a box and the result is handed
back to you.

Once you have made certain that
the box is operating correctly, you
need no longer concern yourself
with what goes on inside it. Your
main program thus becomes a
progression of subroutine calls
with, maybe, just a few pieces of
actual program here and there
when it's not worth writing a
subroutine.

A structured program is a j
both to write and to read, even lo
after you've forgotten all its
cacies. It is possible to

see why many people don't
route and why

entered into!

you find the series heavy going I verywellbeforeyoucanuseit.The
because of this, try reading Adam I resulting programs are difficult to
Denning's SuperBasic course and I read and debug but use memory
then come back to this later. C has I space very efficiently and execute

been described as a 'sports car'
language - you need to know what
you're doing to use it well but the
results can be exciting. In the next
issue of QL User we'Il get stuck
into some real C and you can draw
your own conclusions. To finish
this introduction, here's the history
of C and an idea of where it sits in
the hierarchy of programming lan-
guages.

The C story
C owes its origins to a British
Ianguage called BCPL, which
Acorn recently released for the
BBC Micro. It was developed in the
Bell Telephone laboratories in the
USA, as part of a project which also
resulted in the development of the
Unix operating system.

At that time, minicomputers
were only just appearing and they
were pretty unfriendly beasts, re-

ln

r-naive'end

this series progresses, I thinhj#$.$13*#il intimately asffi

pondence oh this subject will be I like Basic, which use a sort of
abbreviated human language (us-
uallv Enelish. althoueh attemntsptsIn this series I am assuming that I ually English, although

u have at least a workine know- I have been made to useyou have at least a working know- | have been made to use other_lan-

routines, etc, will be assumed. If I but you must know your computer

Lpies a unique position by
all of the advantages of a
rl lancuase vet allowing

structured programming to a 'er' I allel.with fhe Unix work and 1

tain degree with SuperB-agiq but.qq. {,i ryos.tly written,i# {ivel language yet allowing
hearly the same degtee of
iol as assembler provides. At

youiit l.t&us beeame intimately associated
r,, -'{,.wit[rt}nix and it is only com-
:.,tani ,.,oarati+.elt recentlv that it hasroute and *hy structureil',l 'r,[,i elt recently that it has

guages are so enthusiaetical'ly.|"'esm€,,'i1lto widespread use with
promoted by many programmetst', .;l]othba ,'Computers and operating
.I should at this point ,n4Ee.1i:!1"ery.te.i4s. There is some debate as.to

very quickly indeed. The major
drawback to assembler, apart from
the length of time required to write
programs with it, is that it is
non-portable: each processor has a
different assembler language and
moving a program from one proces-
sor to another usually means at the
least using a special translator
program followed by hand-tuning
or at worst a total re-write.

High-level languages require
much more memory but are more
easily understood, written and de-
bugged. They tend to execute
rather more slowly than assemb-
ler; as mentioned earlier, Basic is
particularly slow because it has to
be translated line-by-line as the
program is running. As memory
prices are falling continuously and
processors are becoming more
powerful, these drawbacks to high-
level lansuaEes are becominE lessguages are becoming lesslevel languages are becomrng less
important. However, a high-level
lansuase doesn't permit anvthinelanguagelanguage doesn't permrf anytnrng
like the degree of control which

permit anythi

assembler gives.
Most high-level languages are

reasonably portable - some more
than others - but Basic, as we have
i$een, is the least portable of them

..unless a program is confined to
[LLyery common core and makes

ie of any computer's extra
ies; this generally makes for
lingly boring programs in-

'tff:Ol'j$hme time it is probably the
most portable of the high-level
languages.

It would appear that C is the
ultimate language, then. Unfor-
tunately this is not so, because
different languages are suited to
different applications. For inst-
ance, Basic is a reasonable com-
promise; It's easy to learn while
still allowing a wide range of
general-purpose activities but not
quite doing anything outstanding-
Iy well. You could write a stock
control program in Basic but you
couldn't easily write a word proces-
sor or an operating system with it.
Cobol was devised for general busi-
ness use, for which it is excellent,
but again it's by no means ideal for
many otherjobs.

C is good for many applications,
especially when efficient memory
use and high execution speed are
important criteria. Generally

quickly as, an equivalent assem-
bler program. But C is weak in
certain areas and it is not the best
language to use for, say, a payroll
program.
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of this series is not to bury Basic I mnernsnie|.,,phras€:'' ftst under-
but to introduce you to wider pro- | neath'ithel'.,pi.gglremmer are the
gramming possibilities; no corres- | high-level programming languages

ledge of Basic, but not necessarily I guages). In between the high-level
of SuperBasic. Thus, knowledge of I languages and assembler is C.

speaKrng, a u program will De lltf,Ie
larg91 than, and execute almost as

C program will be little

elementary programming concepts I Assembler language gives you
such as variables, loops, sub- | absolutecontroloverthecomputer,
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nnL continues his teach- rse course on
ASLC e.

arn
I

I
SuperBasIG

In the last issue we wrote a pro-
gram to print different messages
depending on your age. We found
that we had a problem setting
limits on the SELECT ranges, so
the final program gave a wrong
result if an age over 18.9 but less

than exactly 19 was entered.
We promised a way to cure it.

The only possible way is to cheat a
little and make all ages entered
whole numbers. This means that if
an age of 18.5 was entered, the
program would treat it as 18.

l4lQL User/August 1984

To do this we make use of what
are known as integer uariables,
special variables which hold onlv
whole numbers. On the QL, an
integer variable can be any-whole
number between -32768 and
32768. Nobody's likely to be that
old!

An integer variable is signified
on the QL by postfixing the vari-
able name with a percent sign. So,
'ageVo'is an integer variable hold-
ing the age.

We have to alter the program a
little to take this into aicorlnt but
we'd still like people to be able to
enter any sensible age they wish.In other words, the variable to
which the age is input must still be
a floating point variable. This is a
type of variable which can hold any
value, whether whole, fractional or
_a mixture, between limits specified
by the machine. On the Ql, ttris
range is gigantic and quite unlike-
ly to be attained in any calcula-
tions we are ever likely to use.

We can now change the program
so that it will work undei all
circumstances - as long as a realis-
tic age is input!

First, change line 40 to read:
40 SELect ON ageTo

and add a line like this:
SSageVo = INT(age)

Now, by changing every occur-
ence of 'age' to 'ageVa' from line 50
on, everything works just as we
expected.

Although our algorithm is not
quite as elegant as it might be, the
program code has been written to
accommodate its flaws. As a point
glqtyle, it's worth noting that the
SELect statement we have used
can be made a lot easier to type in.
As we have alread3r defined the
variable on which w-e are going to
SELect -'age%o' - there's no n-eed
for all this
ONageTo: xTOy
stuff. All we need is an equals sign
followed by the range, like this: -
:xTOy
or

Prccedutes and
fwtctions

Whenever we use certain Super-
Basic keywords like PRINT or
LIST, we're actually using inbuilt
procedures - short sections of pro-
gram within the SuperBasic soft-
ware which perform these opera-
tions whenever we want to carry
them out.

Likewise, things like INT, SIN
and RND are functions. It's im-
portant to see the difference be-
tween functions and procedures.



Both are blocks of program
which perform specific acts but
procedures differ from functions in
that they do not specifically return
a result. In other words, you can
assign a function to a variable,
such as:

answer: DEG(PI/2)

but it wouldn't make sense in the
case ofa procedure. You can hardly
say:

answer : PRINT "Silly"
Apart from the inbuilt proce-

dures and functions, SuperBasic
Iets you add your own. This is
called defining your own functions,
and it's a simple matter.

First, though, we need to discuss
arguments or pararnefurs. A func-
tion (and a procedure, too) is gener-
aIIy used with some collection of
values which are passed to it, so
that it can act on these and produce
its effect/result accordingly. The
number of these parameters can
vary from zero to whatever your
machine allows - which isn't de-
fined on the QL, so there is no
theoretical limit.

When a procedure or function is
defined, the definition includes the
parameters: these are called the
formal parameters - they're there
just to tell the computer to expect
parameters when the function or
procedure is used.

The actual para.meters which are
passed to the function or procedure
can be constants, variables or ex-
pressions. A constant is simply a
number line, like 2, or a string like
"A string constant". We already
know what a variable is, but we
haven't met expressions before. It's
simply a mixture of constants and/
or variables, such as:

a+ 4- RND(2TO4)

or

4*2-3
or

RND(a TO 3) - LEN(a$)

or

"string l" & "string 2"
As you can see, an expression is
extremely versatile.

Defining a
ptocedure

Let's look at a procedure definition
so we can see how they are formu-
lated and gain a greater under-
standing of formal and actual para-
meters.

Type NEW and press the EN-
TER key. Now type AUTO. You
will be presented with 100 at the
bottom of the screen, followed by a
flashing cursor. Now we can type
program lines directly into the QL;
the AUTO facility will automati-
cally give us a new line number
each time we have finished typing
a line and have pressed ENTER at
the end of it.

We can use a shortened form of
each keyword as we enter them
and the QL will know what we
mean and expand them as
appropriate. The short form is the
part of the keyword in capitals in
the KEYWORDS section of the
User Guide.

It also makes no difference if we
enter the words in lower case
('abcd') or in upper case ('ABCD').
For clarity, we'll show them in
upper case here.
100DEF PROC pretty (papcol,
inkcol, number)
110 LOC times
120 INK inkcol : PAPER papcol :

MODES
130 CLS
140 FOR times : I TO number
I5O CIRCLE RND(30 TO 2OO),

RND(50 TO 150),RND(1TO 50)
160 PAUSE 25
lT0ENDFORtimes
180 END DEF

This very simple procedure has
just one purpose - it draws a
number of circles in a specified
colour on a specified background.
The first line names the procedure
as'pretty' and defines it as having
three formal parameters -'papcol',
'inkcol' and 'number' - to specify
these quantities. When you call the
procedure, you don't need to use
variables called'papcol','inkcol'
and 'number' - they're just used as
a way of defining what is to be done
with each parameter within the
function. So, if you called this
procedure with a line like
pretty 2,6,20

it would draw 20 circles in cyan ink
on red paper. The parameters 2, 6
and 20 are the actual parameters.

Now let's look at the body of the
procedure and see how it does what
it does.

The next line declares a variable
called 'times' as being local to lhis
procedure. This means that it has
no value outside ofthe procedure -
as far as the rest ofthe program is
concerned, it simply doesn't exist
and if you use a variable with the
same name elsewhere, its value
won't be changed by this proce-
dure. It's always best to declare as
many of the procedure variables as
being local as is practical.
Although this takes up more mem-
ory, it's neater and altogether pre-
ferable as it eliminates the chance
of a procedure accidentally chang-
ing the value of a variable being
used by some other part of the
program. And memory is hardly at
a premium in the QL.

The next line of the procedure
sets the ink and paper to the values
passed as parameters and then sets
low resolution mode to ensure that
all colours can be displayed. The
screen is then cleared by the next
line.

Now we enter what's known as a
FOR loop. These loops execute
everything between the line con-
taining the FOR and the line
containing the END FOR a certain
number of times. The number of
times round the loop is dictated by
the programmer using the FOR
control variable - in this case
'times'. We have asked the
machine to do the loop starting
from 1 and going up to the third
parameter, 'number'.

The loop merely consists of draw-
ing a random circle and then wait-
ing for half a second. It will do this
'number' times. We won't go into
how the RND function works just
yet.

Notice how the end of the proce-
dure definition is marked with a
line saying END DEF (which com-
es out as END DEFine). Without
this, the QL wouldn't know where
the procedure ended, so it musf be
included!

Now that we have defined a
procedure, we can use it at any
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Note that the hex number mustbe
a string, as the QL won't recognise
hex digits as being numbers.
Here's our conversion function:

32000 DEFine FuNction hex(hex$)
32010 LOCaI a, b, dec
32020 dec : 0
32030 FOR a : 1 TO LEN(hex$)
32040 b : (trex$(a) INSTR

"01234567889A8CD8F") - I
32050 rF b <> - 1
32060 dec : dec * 16 + b
32070ELSE dec : 0: EXIT a
32O8OEND IF
32090ENDFORa
32100 RETurn dec
S2r1OENDDEF

What happens here is that we
look at each character of the hex
string and convert it into its deci-
mal equivalent. The function
LEN(hex$) returns a number
equivalent to the number of
characters in the string and the
function hex$(a) returns the a'th
character ofhex$.

INSTR is rather more compli-
c_ated. It finds the position of the
first string (in this case hex$(a)) in
the second strins (a list of all the
permitted hex

string (a list of all the
hex disits). If it isn'tpermitted hex digits). If it isn't

found, then INSTR returns zero, sor INS'I'R returns zero, so
cated bit simplv returns

.:liittl

:t a'::.
::: :::i l

the
the

complicat,
position -

d bit simply returns
1 ofeach character in

the hex digit string.
This is made to be -1 if the

character is not found and this
causes the function to finish pre-
maturely with a result of iero,
thereby trapping strings with
'illegal' characters in them.

If the character is valid then 'b'
holds the decimal value of the
character and this is added to 16
times the accumulated total, 'dec'.
Finally, we get the decimal equiva-
lent out ofthis.

Next month we'll describe some
useful functions and procedures
and then we'll delve into the world
of SuperBasic REPeat loops.

time just by
Naturally we
parameters or
won't work. So

time just by typing its name.
Naturally we must also write the
parameters or else the procedure
won't work. So,

pretty 6,0,10

will draw 10 random circles on the
screen in black ink on yellow
paper, and
pretty 0,7,2OO

will draw 200 random circles in
white on black.

will draw 10 random circles on the
screen in black ink on yellow

Defining fimctions

by typing i
we must also
r or else the
.So,

0

L0 random circ
black ink (

00

200 random

typing
must also
else the

its name.
write the
procedure

A function looks very similar to a
procedure but it returns a result,
defined with the RETurn keyword
and followed by the expression to
be returned.

Although we haven't introduced
number systems yet, hexadecimg,l
numbers (ie, numbers based on 16
as opposed to the more usual base
10) are very important in comput-
ing. A hexadecimal or hex number
consists ofa series ofdigits, from 0
up to a digit signifying the quan-
tity 15. The ordinary numbers, 0, 1,
2 etc, are used until we reach 10
and then we switch to letters, as
shown in Figure 1.

Decimal
0
I
2
3
4
D

6
'I

Hex Decimal
0819
2t0
311
4L2
5r3
614
7L5

Hex
8
9
A
B
C
D
E
F

Figure 1

As hex numbers cannot be entered
into the QL directly, it's very
useful to have a function to convert
a hex string into a decimal num-
ber. The hex string is the para-
meter and the decimal number is
the result returned by the function.
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Psion Limited, (formed in October
1980) shot to almost overnight
fame with the classic program
Hungry Horace, launched on the
ZX Spectrum in 1982. Since then it
has produced several more pro-
grams for the Spectrum, all known
for their quality and inventiveness.

Vu-3D, Vu-file and Vu-calc
pushed the Spectrum hard - the
way programs should but mostly
didn't at the time. Psion, best
known among the heavily competi-
tive companies battling it out in
the Spectrum arena, was probably
instrumental in giving the Spec-
trum a name for classy sofbware.

Psion is known for the quality of
its Spectrum software more than
for what it did with the 2X81, not
that the ZX81 presented anyone
with much of a computing chal-
Ienge. Versions of some Psion pro-
grams for the ZX81 are said to be
'selling well' by managing director
David Potter - in particular Vu-
file. The Vu-suite can also be found
on the BBC computer. But the
Spectrum brought Psion the big-
gest success of all with the Flight
Simulator. This program is one of
few which will go on selling for as
long as the Spectrum exists - a
true classic of the games software
charts.

A less well-known game has
been put out on the BBC computer
- Saloon Sally. Another excellent
Spectrum program, Computer
Scrabble, was based on an original
version for the Apple II, written by
Little Genius. Psion, it would
seem, bought the rights to the
Spectrum version from that com-
pany and Computer Scrabble (the
subject of heavy licensing from
Spear and Son, which owns the
board game) was considerably im-
proved in conversion for the Spec-
trum.

The funny thing about Psion is
that it normally keeps so quiet.
One expects a company so well
known to have quite a hefty public

Window on a cool, collected Dauid
Potter.

Maggie Burton uisits Psion,



image. Instead, the company has
prevlously been known mostly
under the Sinclair umbrella - so
much so that quiet ties and exclu-
sive agreements between Psion
and Sinclair have often been
hinted at. Hardly surprising when
you look through your back copies
of various magazines to find a
Psion ad which is separate from
Sinclair's.

Imagine the surprise when Psion
actually leaps out from the bushes
and invites members of the press to
an at-home with the top brass. The
reason, says PR man Robin Kin-
near: 'We realise we've been a bit
quiet until now, but we've been
sleadily growing and building
ourselves up. We'd like to get to
know the press a little better.' The
real reason, everyone is sure, is to
show off about the QL. In fact the
visit turned out to be an ideal
opportunity to find out a little more
about what makes the company
tick.

The first burning question had to
be, 'What made Psion choose the
Spectrum for its grand plan?'. The
answer: forecasting. 'A software
house has to look around and then
produce for hardware which is
going to sell. We saw Sinclair as a
big volume seller and that was a
correct judgement,' explained Pot-
ter. He then goes on to enlighten us
as to the relationship between
Psion and Sinclair. 'We're not tied
to Sinclair, we're totally indepen-
dent - totally separate companies.'
But - and this is the crunch - 'we
do have a very good relationship
with them. Sinclair respects
Psion's capabilities.' Potter does
not, however, see its position as
privileged.

Psion's arrangement with Sin-
clair is one which might naturally
lead a casual observer to believe
that an exclusive agreement over
Psion's products and ideas has been
reached. In fact Psion sells the
marketing rights to many of its
products to Sinclair while still
ietaining the intellectual rights for
itself.

This concept of intellectual
rights is at the heart of Psion's
philosophy. David Potter puts it
succinctly: 'Software is an abstract,
intangible thing and the law is
very complex around it. It has to be
understood that it's not ink but
ideas which are important.' In
other words, Psion retains the
copyright to all the programs Sin-
clair has the right to sell in
volume. This naturally includes all
the programs which are bundled
with the QL. 'But,'adds Potter,'we
guard our rights jealously.'

The agreement between Sinclair
and Psion on, for example, the QL
software, relates only to the Mi-
crodrives. Further negotiations
would have to take place before

A brief looh around the P sion facilities .

Sinclair could supply these pro-
grams on another storage medium.
The intrinsic spirit of independ-
ence with which Psion approaches
Sinclair is apparent when David
Potter goes down in computing
history by saying 'We can't com-
ment on the future but we'll be
seeking opportunities with Acorn
and IBM.' Products are also in the

pipeline for the Commodore 64.
Another reason for not market-

ing its Sinclair range by itself is
that, according to Potter, 'it makes
sense that software - particularly
applications and volume-market
software - should be sold through
the same channels.'And to achieve
its aims - those of developing
high-quality software products and
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of becoming Europe's leading soft-
ware house - Potter feels that 'we
have to concentrate on penetration
and volume. If licensing (ie to
Sinclair) is a way to achieve great-
er mass than there's an argument
in favour of it.' What is lost in
revenue per unit in this kind of
arrangement is made up for in
volume.

The end result, in the case of the
QL, is that Psion would be free to
sell the programs on any machine
it likes but wouldn't bother with
8-bit computers.

Having dealt with some of
Psion's more interesting opinions,
a look at the internal machine is
now appropriate before reaching a
conclusion. Psion is not one but

four companies. It was formed by
David Potter (as Potter Scientific
Investments) to'recognise and ex-
ploit opportunities in the growing
home and business computer
market.'

A closer look reveals Psion as a
rather diverse company, headed by
a determined Potter. Indeed, on
meeting the man face-to-face and
on finding out how the company
started, it is apparent that Potter
has headed the company doggedly
from its birth.

Psion Limited acts mainly as a
holding company and a 'central
source of expertise.' Psion Compu-
ters acts as a distributor in South
Africa, selling machines from
Acorn, ACT and Sinclair. This
company produced f,500,000 worth
of profits in the fiscal year ending
February 1984. This is 50 percent
owned by Psion Limited, the rest
being held by'local partners.' Psion
Systems writes the applications
software and Psion Processors
(both are 100 percent owned by
Psion Limited) is working on 'a
number of hardware develop-
ments.' Psion personnel were
rather cagey about this. Basically,
no clue was forthcoming as to what
these developments are, eYery
question drawing a'no' answer. It
is worthy of note that a large
number of different computers
were scattered about the research
and development wing (a separate
office) and that the Sirius figured
strongly among them.

Psion appears to be a strongly
heirarchical company, each of its
key personnel being given definite
roles. At the same time there is an
indefinably familiar air about it,
aided perhaps by the fact that
Colly Myers, head of one of Psion's
programming teams, was formerly
General Manager of Psion in South
Africa and is also Potter's half-
brother. Technical Director
Charles Davies took his PhD in
computational plasma physics
under David Potter. As with many
successful companies, there is a
close-knit group at the top.

Nor are Psion's successes con-
fined to this small island. Home
computer products are available in
30 countries. Psion works with
distributors in those countries to
translate versions of its programs
regards ease of translation as an
objective in the design stages of
many of its programs.

From Psion's potted company
profile (from which any unattri-
buted quotes are taken), one ofthe
company's objectives is to produce
quality, useable and bug free pro-
gTams.

In the light of Psion's excellent
releases for the Spectrum in recent
years, one can only sit back and
guess as to why such disastrously
bug-ridden versions of the much-

vaunted QL software have been
released. Two main possibilities
spring to mind. The first is that
Psion did not receive that elusive
hardware soon enough. During the
press visit to Psion in March, it was
apparent that the QL software was
developed on a VAX that, under a
full speed simulation, 'thinks it's a
QL'. Psion also works a great deal
in C, reckoning the language im-
proves productivity, reliability and
portability - all qualities for which
C is well known.

In spite of the VAX, technical
director Charles Davies admitted
that it took 24 hours to 'get the
programs going'on a QL when one
finally arrived. 'We can do all the
development without ever seeing
the computer' claimed Davis, be-
fore admitting to that fact
Nevertheless, while at Psion the
press was treated to a quick run-
through of the Psion software
actually on a QL. At the time this
was quite an experience and we
were made to believe that the
software was practically ready.

The other main reason could be
that Psion has not yet changed its
attitude enough to cope with writ-
ing complex applications of this
nature. Though the company is
now nearly four years old, it is in
the past two years that growth and
success have really knocked at its
door. In the financial year between
November 1982 and November
1983, Psion's turnover was f10
million. Growth has been fast.
While visiting Psion we were in-
formed that further premises have
been acquired - an old printing
works near. Marylebone station -new premises were rented in
November 1983 as well. Develop-
ing the printing works will cost fl
million and will provide 10,000
square feet ofspace. Psion is set for
further expansion, but is it ready
for the changes that developing
applications software - as opposed
to games - wiII entail?

Undoubtedly the ideas which
Psion so religiously guards are
good ones - Sinclair itself is a
company which survives on good
ideas. But good ideas must be
followed through reliably - ie they
have to work. Without doubt Psion
has the ideas people there to set
innovation in motion. But does it
have the weight and strength to
cope with the inevitable support
and maintenance any professional
software suite must entail?

The climate of opinion regarding
this enigmatic company is that it
has a lot of work to do. A visit to its
offices presented one with a self-
assured profile, a company with a
bit of panache and more than a bit
of cash. Undoubtedly the QL catch
is its most momentous one yet, and
it might yet be the one that didnlt
fit the frying pan . . .
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..-= scI(I.JK) SETTING NEW STANDARDS
&/ffi"1lililliilr,t IN CUSTOMER SERYICE ',ilii i'ilitl't

EPSON RXSO (DOT MATRIX)

EPSON RXSOFT (DOT MATRIX}

EPSON FXSO (DOT MATRIX)

EPSON MXlOO (DOT MATRIX)

EPSON RXl OO (DOT MATRIX)

EPSON FXlOO (DOT MATRIX)

E228.85

f274.85

f372.60

e41 9.75

t442.75

f573.85

yA{
f?s{
fA&{
rAz{
rAs(
fffir

f?39
f3u
f365
t385
f499

tsP 0
+VAT: f3O9.35

80 cols; High speed printing, 160 CPS; bi-directional
logic seeking; fantastic 27 CPS near letter quality; 23 x
18 matrix; very quiet - less than 60 dB; 4, 5, 6, 8 10,
12, 17 CPI; down loading for user-optional characters;
high resolution graphics; handles various forms, roll
paper, fan fold, single sheet and multipart copy paper.

ALSO AvAILABLE THE CANON Pw1156A as above but 156 .orr f,369.(X) rirTli

JUKI 6100 just f349..Yt'':.' SHINWA CPSO f, 179. 00 
*,lt-ulu,

2OCPS: Bidirectional & Logic
10, 12, 15 S Proponional
Spacing; Wordstar compatable
2K Buffer; 1 3 inch Platen
Underline; backspace & lots more
Centronics lnterface Standard

OPTIONAL RS232
TRACTOR AND
SHEET FEEDER

Friction and tractor feed as
standard. 8ocps.

, Bi-directional logic seeking
\ 13 x 9 dot matrix giving true
i descenders, sub and superscripts

/ ltalic printing and auto underlining
Condensed, emphasised,
expanded and double strike (can
be mixed in a line). Parallel
interface fitted as standard

MANY MORE PRINTERS
AVAILABLE l,fins OF

FIDELITY 14'' COLOUR
MONITOR &

COMPOSITE VIDEO

,,,nH,,,n
,,:ili::i,

-\z

24 hour nationwide delivery by Securicor f9.5O+vat. Bankers Orders;
Building Society Cheques; Postal Ordets; - same day despatch. All
orders 

-covered by tho Mail Order Protection Scheme. Nationwide
maintenance contracts arranged. Educational discounts very welcome.

We have interfaces and cables
for all types of computers,
including CMB &, Yic 7-4,
APPLE, TRS 80, IBM, BBC,
SPECTRI.JM, DRAGON,
TANDY, SINCLAIR,
APRICOT, SIRIUS,
MONOTECH, QL,

CALLERS WELCOME SEVEN DAYS A WEEK TO OUR

SHOWROOM AT 12 HIGH ST., PETERSFIELD' HANTS
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"l dm certain that these books
will add enormouslv to the

enioyment snd practicdl use which
QL users will get from

their computeri."
NIGEL SEAR:LE

Monoging Direclor, Sinclsir Reseorch Limited

5- bo-oks ro help you get the most from
the QL, whethbr youare still woitinq
or qre lucky enolgh olreody to hov-e
yours.

ln?roducing lhe Sintluir QL exploins
howthe QLworks ond:whotyou con do with it.

I nlrod uclion lo 5u perBASliC on the
GIL explains SuperBASlC snd introduces its
speciol fectures ond quolities enobling you t<:
moster prog romming quickly.

Advsnced Programming with the
Sinck:ir QL is on essentiol r:eference work
for users who reclly wontto ge11s grips with
the Sincloir QL. The boo,k includes such topics
os progrom logic represeniotion, Vpes of
commerciol progrom, progromming
techniques ond documenf design.

Desk-top Compu?ing wilh the
Sinclair QL shows iustwhotcon be
ochieved in business computing using the
Sincloir QL and how to get ihe best out o{the
four QL softwore pockoges, word processing,
spreodsheets, dotobsse monogement ond
business grophics.

Word Processing wirh the Sinclcrir
QL hos been written to exploin both the
concepts behind the uses of word processing
ond how the QL word processing pockoge 

-

operotes ond whot it con do.

Generql Editor,
Robin Brodbeer
ond his teom of oulhors receivedfhe
help ond co-operotionfrom both Sinclqir
ond Psion Softwtrre-crestors of lhe
Q L softwa re - to ensure thclt these
books reolly qrethe ultimste
hondbooksforQL users.

Order now-you won't hove to woit long foryour bookslJusifill
in the orderform ond relurn it to us with your cheque or money.
order.You con even chorge yourAccess or Borcloycord occount.
We will send you your books POST FREE within 28 doys.

r";;I ronna
To: TBS,38 Hockerill Street, QL

Bishop's Stortford, Hertfordshi re.

Pleose send me:

. . . , . , copies o{ lntroducing the Sincloir QL (r 16.95 eoch

...,.,copiesof lntroductiontoSuperBASlContheQl trr 16.95eoch

., , . .. copies of Advonced Progromming with the Sincloir QL (i 16,95 eoch

.,..,.copiesof Desk.topComputingwiththeSincloire[ (r 16.95eoch

., , ,.. copies o{ Word Processing with the Sinrloir Q[ k [6.95 eoch

I I 
"n.lor" 

my cheque/money order mode poyoble to TBS forI e-
Pleose chorge my Borcloycord/Access occount (delete os
oppropriote) number

My nome ond oddress is

Signed

Deoler enquiries to:
Doug Fox, Hutchinson, I 7-2 'l Conwoy Street, London W'l :d

I
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There will be no Q for our Quality packages
for QL Users

Competitively priced monitor and printer
packages.

For further information contact

GETTING
AQL

Then join IQLUG, an independent, non-
profit making users group for Sinclair QL
owners.

The group offers:

Monthly newsletter
Free Software Library
Free advice service
Workshops
Support for local groups

Membership of the group is by subscription
to Quanta, the group's newsletter. A six
month trial subscription costs q3.25.

For further details contact:

BRIAN PAIN
24 Oxlord Street, Stony Stratford

Milton Keynes MK11 1JU
Telephone: (0908) 564271

OL UTILITIES
FOUR Programs on Microdrive for Sinclair OL to
prevent Directory overflowing the screen, provide
single-key LOADing or DELET|on of files, repeat
FORMATing of cartridges and back-up COPYing of
whole or part of cartridge.

f10 from WDSoftware, Hilltop, St Mary, Jersey, C.l.
Tel: (0534) 81392
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Printers
Dot Matrix
Epson RX80FT .................... ......... f322.00
Epson FX80 ........... f437.00
Star Gemini 10X...,............ ...........f214.00
Brother HR5 ............... f152.00

Daisy Wheel
Smith Corona ....... f2t7.35
Brother HR15 ............. f407.00

Allabove printers are supplied complete with 85232
cards

Monitors
Philips TP2000 black and green ....,.................. f96.25
Sanyo medium resolution colour ..................... f313.00
Monitor leads ............. f5.75

When ordering monitor leads specify whether
monochrome or colour

PARALLEL

t49fl: PRINTER
INTERFACE

* 12 months guarantee
* Fully self-contained with connectors and 1.5 metre cable
* Plugs into Sinclair QL's RS232C port and
* Drives any CENTRONICS compatible printer eg Epson,

Seikosha, Juki, OKl, NEC, Shinwa, Star, MCP-40, Rotand,
etc, etc

To order send name and address with cheque to:
MIRACLE SYSTEMS Ltd
6 Armitage Way
Kings Hedges
CAMBRIDGE CB42UE
fel 0223 31 2886

Sinclair and QL are
trademarks ot

Sinclair Research
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ly for a micro
manufacturer (ex-

cept Commodore), Sinclair has
been markedly reluctant to provide
test machines for the press. To
carry out this review, we had to use
a machine purchased by a member
of the public. So to ward off angry
letters from Sinclair, we'll make it
clear now that this was one of the
very first machines to be delivered
- its undoubted warts certainly
ought to be fixed before full-scale
production starts, although as yet
we have no indication from Sinc-
lair as to when this will happen.
Meanwhile, this review at least
tells you what to expect if you get a
QL from this initial batch . . .

Like previous Sinclair compu-
ters, the QL consists of a one-piece
console containing the processor,
all the other electronics and the
keyboard. The console must be
plugged in to an external monitor
or TV before you can use it.

Unlike its predecessors, the
Spectrum and the ZX9L, the QL
also has mass storage built into the
console in the shape of two Sinclair
Microdrive units. This makes the
package much larger than before -
the whole thing is about the size of
the detachable keyboards you see
on the IBM PC, the Sirius and the
like.

The case is moulded in two pieces
in black plastic. It feels reasonably
robust but I wouldn't want to throw
it around too much. The keyboard
uses those ultra-modern round

Puttlngthe QL
Through lts Paces

keytops on square bases that Scan-
dinavian ergonomists love so much
- and they look smart, too.

From the typist's point of view
the keys have two main disadvan-
tages: they are arranged absolutely
flat, unlike most keyboards, on
which the keys get towards the
front, and they have a rather sticky
and dead action.

The space bar makes a loud
rattle when you hit it and seems to
take a long time to come back up,
while the carriage return is stiff
and can stick ifyou press it too far
off centre. By some unbelievable
stroke of design lunacy, the space
bar doesn't work when the shift
key is held down! In other words, it
isn't a keyboard which will appeal
to fast typists or those who intend
to pound it at a stretch.

A look inside the case reveals
that it is in fact a calculator-style
membrane keyboard with the
keytops merely sitting on'blips' in
a rubber sheet, whose elasticity
provides the return force - there
are no mechanical springs. Still,
it's much better than the Spectrum
(to say nothing of the ZX81!).

The keyboard layout is very non-
Sinclair, with Control, Escape and
Alt (alternate) keys being provided
for the first time. There are 65 keys
altogether, in a more-or-less stan-
dard QWERTY layout. (Spectrum
owners note: there are no second or
third functions on any of them:
phew!)

Down the left hand side of the
keyboard is a column of five func-
tion programmable keys. The only
key apparently missing is a Delete/
Backspace key; this function is in
fact provided by pressing Control
and the left arrow cursor key. The
nice touch is that Control and the
right arrow key deletes to the
right, as you'd expect, and in the
Psion packages, Control up and
down arrow delete the whole line
and to the end of the line respec-
tively. For some reason these don't

work in SuperBasic, though.
The arrow keys are unconven-

tionally sited at the ends of the
space bar, with the Control and Alt
keys, but the arrangement works
quite well.

Inside the case is a single printed
circuit board containing 16 64k
RAM chips (making up the total of
128k of memory), the 68008 pro-
cessor in its large 48-pin package,
a second processor (an 8049) to
control the keyboard and four cus-
tom gate arrays. Two of these
arrays control the Microdrives
while the others manage the mem-
ory, the colour display, the serial
port and thb network (which isn't
yet installed).

Two EPROMs (eraseable pro-
grammable read-only memories)
hold the QL's operating system,
QDOS, and SuperBasic. Or rather
they nearly hold it, because Sin-
clair's programmers couldn't make
QDOS and SuperBasic fit into the
two 16k EPROMs in time for the
launch so early models - of which
the review machine was one -
require a third 16k EPROM in a
plastic cartridge to be plugged into
the ROM cartridge slot at the back
of the case. Eventually the system
sofbware will go into a 32k and a
16k ROM inside the case and early
buyers will get their machines
upgraded for free.

The 68008 is a version of the
Motorola .68000 processor which
many engineers regard as the most
powerful ofthe current generation
of microprocessors. It's used in the
Apple Lisa and Macintosh as well
as the Sage and other big business
machines.

The 68000 has a 24-bit address
bus so it can directly address 32
megabytes of memory and a 16-bit
data bus so it can move 16 bits at a
time to and ffom the memory.

The 68008 is a simplified version



ADVERTISEMENT

APATH
TO'CLARITY

OFMIND
Consider the potential of a mach-
ine with a thousand times the
capacity of any computer cur-
rently available. Consider the
potential of an organic computer
that is self programming, self
generatingand limitless in its
scope. What you are now con-
sidering is the human brain, the
single most powerful computing
machine on the earth. Howthen
do we utilize the enormous capa-
bilities of this on a machine? This
was the problem that faced L.
Ron Hubbard and "Dianetics:
The Modern Science of Mental
Health" is the detailed research
to provide the answer.

It starts like this: "A scicnce
of the mind is a goal which has
engrossed thousands of
generations of Man. Armies.
dynasties and whole civilisations
havc perished for the lack of it .

. . and down in the arsenal is an
atom bomb. its hopeful nose
full-armed in ignorance of it".

An all-embracing statement
of great propensity.

It then goes into 400 pages
cxplainine how the mind works
with its variety of compartmenls,
memory banks and linkage of
the senses and sets out a system
towards bringing the mind to a
condition of 'clear', a Dianetics
term meaning a mind devoid of
aberrations and which can
perceive and compute rapidly.

Over several weeks I
interviewed a considerable
number of people asking what
the book had done for them.

Mike Phillips is now 39 and he
started his working life learning
stage management from the
bottom up. From provincial
theatre he went to West End
shows. The move came at a time
when stage management was in
a period of transition - lighting
and sound arrangements had
become very sophisticated,

"l needed to know a lot more
about sound engineering", he
said, "l had a mind necessarily
filled with a dozen things but I
knew I had to grapple with new

forms of electronics".
An acquaintance introduced

him to the book on Dianetics
which, he claims, had a salutory
effect. "I followed the reasoning
in the book and even took a
short course. It is clarity of mind
that emerges", he said, "lt gave
me the extra faculty to study
highly technical books".
Ultimately he was appointed to
a post of chief sound engineer
with a major group in London
and eventually brought highly
technical innovations into the
entertainment world.

Another type of engineer who
took up the philosophy of
Dianetics is George Turney.
This man, qualified in structural
engineering, has a great deal to
do with oil rigs in different parts
of the world.

He had a long period in
California where the pace of
work also carried the rewards of
a sunshine life.

"l had a high social life as
well", he says, "but there came a
time when life was an endless
round of work and weekending
at one place or another and I
realised there were more things
to do than this convivial
merry-go-round.

"Dianetics: The Modern
Science of Mental Health. was
one of the subjects I read up and
I began to plan a future with
greater clarity. In time I came
back to England and started
handling my own affairs and
business".

The third man in this category
was Dale Bulbrook who runs
computer operations for an
organisation in Sussex. He has
had a lot of experience at home
and abroad. He worked some
years with ICL machines and
spent time in Australia working
as a programmer and systems
analyser.

Back in England, he came
across the Dianetics book by
chance. "l picked up the book at
random", he said, "and found
myself agreeing with points on
logic and computerisation. The

philosophy on how the mind
works proved fascinating and
beneficial to programming".

The Analytical
Mind

Now, turning to the book,
Hubbard states this in a chapter
on The Analytical Mind and the
Standard Memory Banks: "The
human mind can be considered
to have three major divisions.
First, there is the analytical
mind, second, there is the
reactive mind, and third, there is
the somatic mind.

"Consider the analytical mind
as a computing machine. This is
analogy, because the analytical
mind. while it behaves like a
computing machine, is yet more
fantastically capable than any
computing machine ever
constructed and infinitely more
elaborate. . ."

He goes on, "What would you
want in a computing machine?
The action of the analytical
mind - or organiser - is
everything anyone could want
for the best computer available.
It can and does all the tricks of a
computer. Over and above that
it directs all the building of
computers. And it is as
thoroughly right as any
computer ever was.

It does not take a great deal of
intelligence to see what
Hubbard is driving at. The mind
with all its memory banks starts
as a pure piece of machinery.
And, of course, he points out,
much can happen in the
sequences of life that introduces
clutter.

He postulates the theory that
the memory begins from day
one and goes on storing every
experience from then on. The
object of Dianetics therapy, he
propounds, is to bring about a
release or a clear.

The reference to therapy is
the system in the book which can
be self-tested in taking
hinderences (clutter) from the
memory or subconcious. Also
Hubbard has adopted a series of
expressions singular to the
subject, hence:

A release is an individual
whose major upsets and anxiety
have been dealt with by
Dianetics therapy. A clear is a
person who, as a result of
therapy, has neither active or
potential aberration. To clear,
he says, is to handle all the
physical pain and painful
emotion of the life of the
individual with the result that
the person is in full control of his

own life.
The second group of people of

interviewed were in the highly
creative field.

Nicky Hopkins and Graham
Todd are names that mav rnean
little to the average man in the
street. But both, in their own
way, are brilliant musicians.
Hopkins was the pianist with the
Bbatles in recording sessions
and later with the Rolling
Stones. Now in his thirties he
lives in a house in Hollywood
and composes film music.

Todd is also a pianist and
worked with Cliff Richards for
six years and with other stars
before that. He has composed
theme tunes for TV series and
his name is on more than 12
million records. Both these men
portrayed the kind of life that
comes with international travel,
mass audiences and high-
pressured talent.

"There comes a time when the
mind loses awareness of time
and place and it is then you want
to find a basic value to make you
realise where you are and where
you age going in the world", said
Hopkins. "In due course I came
across Dianetics in America and
figured that Hubbard was on the
right lines, Since those days I
followed the subject through
and found the concentration and
mental energy to compose music
which has gone down well in
America".

Todd also extolled the result
ofstudying the book. In a
staccato burst he said. "Gives
you awareness, improves
communications, clarifies my
aims. You ought to try it . . ."

The experience of these
people may be summed up in the
words of Hubbard: "Dianetics
witl bring the optimum analytical
ability for the individual and,
with that, all recall. The
experience of his entire life is
available to the clear and he has
all the inherent ability and
imagination free to use it. His
physical vitality and health are
markedlyimproved. . . his
ethical and moral standards are
high, his ability to seek and
experience pleasure is great".

As a book the issue has
brought on one thing clear to
me. I have met some very
interesting and exceptional
people. As an independent
observer I can say they are worth
a book in themselves - G . S.

The publication is available
from the Dianetics Information
Centre, Saint Hill, East
Grinstead, Sussex. price f3.95
including postage and package.
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which has only an 8-bit data bus
and a reduced address space of 1
Mbyte. This makes it easier and
cheaper for companies which are
used to 8-bit processors to design a
system around it using the tech-
niques and peripheral chips with
which they're familiar. IBM did a
similar thing by using the 8088
instead of the 8086 in its PC.

The 68008 will be half as fast as
the'real' 68000 in all those opera-
tions which involve moving data
to, from and within memory be-
cause it has to do twice as much
work, moving two bytes rather
than one word. Since not all the
activity of a real program involves
such moves, though, it will do
rather better than half as fast
overall. In the QL, the 68008 is run
at 7.5 MHz.

Untrike its predecessors, the QL
has a reset button, at the right side

The picture on my TV
was gnm.

the power socket, a three-pin con-
nector, not the jack used on the
ZXs.

Next in line is the RGB colour
video output for a monitor. This is
an 8-pin DIN connector and in fact
the first two pins provide
monochrome monitor output so it
can drive either a black and white
or colour monitor. No RGB cable
was supplied with the review
machine and connecting it to a
Microvitec Cub monitor (which has

tilation slots behind the Micro-
drives.

When the QL is first switched on,
a panel at the foot of the screen
asks whether you're using a TV or
a monitor. Function keys Fl or F2
are pressed to choose.

On a TV set the display is
limited to 40 characters per line,
which is near the limit a TV set can
reasonably handle anyway. On a
monitor, either 40,64 or 80 charac-
ters per line can be displayed and
the choice can be made under
software control.

The picture on my Hitachi colour
TV was grim: the colours shim-
mered and rippled and the green on
black letters used in the Super-
Basic editor were virtually unread-
able, though the red on white were

All the IIO connectors are soldered directly to the main board. Note massiue heatsinhs for the uoltage regulators
of the case behind the Microdrives.
But it still doesn't have an on/off
switch - you just pull the power
plug out as usual on Sinclair
machines.

Reset performs a complete cold
start of the system, so any program
or data in memory will be lost. If
there is a tape cartridge in Micro-
drive 1 then this will be inspected
and if a program is found, this will
automatically be loaded and run;
otherwise, the system goes into
SuperBasic.

There's a clock/calendar chip in-
side the machine which can be read
from SuperBasic via the variable
DATE$, providing a string in the
format '1984 May 23 12:34:04'. The
early provisional manual states
that this clock has its own battery
backup; I doubt that the review
machine did, because every time
the machine was powered on it
would return a different date.

At the back of the QL case ls a row
of I/O sockets. The first two (left to
right) are jack sockets for connect-
ing into the Sinclair Network - on
the review machine, these were
unconnected inside. Then comes

a 7-pin DIN connector) was a
matter of trial and error - mostly
the latter.

Next to the RGB socket comes a
phono socket for connecting up to a
TV set and following this are four
Telecom-style sockets. The first
two are RS232 serial ports, one
wired as a terminal and the other
as a modem. The second pair are
joystick ports. The last port is an
edge connector for ROM software
caitridges but this is permanently
occupied on the early machines by
the 'tumour' containing the over-
flow from the operating system.

Round at the left hand side of the
case is a cover plate leading into an
empty space inside the case with a
24-pin edge connector at its end.
This will accommodate the 512
kbyte memory expansion which
will be available at some unspeci-
fied date in the future (unless
another company beats Sinclair to
it). Just in front of the Reset button
at the right hand side is a seven-
line edge connector for adding
more Microdrives - up to six - to
the system.

A final I/O channel, in the form
of a small piezzo-crystal speaker,
lives inside the case and plays its
tinny little noise through the ven-

not so bad. The display was slightiy
better on a Sony TV, but still not
good. If you intend to do any
serious word processing, then
budget for a monitor, as Quill looks
dreadful on a TV even in 40-
column mode.

On a Microvitec monitor, by
contrast, the picture is superb -
steady, with well-saturated colours
and crisp lettering. The only draw-
back here is that in 80-column
mode in Basic the characters run
off the edge and corners of the
screen. Editing Basic programs is a
pain when you can't see the line
numbers! There may be some way
in software to move the picture
over but without manuals I
couldn't find it.

Colour is quite complex on the
QL. In SO-column mode it's only
possible to have four colours on
screen at the same time, while in
4O-column mode you can have
eight plus a flashing attribute too.

The palette from which you
choose is different in the two mod-
es. In low resolution (256x256
dots, equivalent to 40 characters)
the palette includes the eight solid
colours red, green, blue, magenta,
cyan, yellow, black and white. In
addition, there are numerous'tints'
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of these colours produced by over-
Iaying various patterns of stripes
and dots (called 'stipples') in a
second colour on top of the first.
The patterns are too coarse for
these to be true tints but they are
distinguishable shadings and look
rather attractive. You can get
them from Basic by setting t-he
PAPER colour to d numbe"r be-
tween 0 and 255 (there are actually
only 224 distinct shades and half of
these are mirror image duplicates).
The program in Figure 1 produces
the colour chart and shows how it's
composed quite neatly.

r0 FoR j : 0 To 255 STEP 16
20 FORi:0To 15
30 PAPER i+j : PRINT " ";
40 NEXT i: PRINT
50 NEXTj

Figure 1

In high-res (512x256, or 80 col-
umn) mode, the loss of magenta,
blue and yellow results in-a re-
duced palette of red, green, black
and white and all theiitints. Some
ofthe red and gleen tints can look
almost yellow but there are no
blues at all. The colours are set by
the time-honoured Sinclair com-
mands, PAPER and INK.

The Microdrives fitted in the QL
are mechanically similar (but not
identical) to those used on the
Spectrum and use the same blank
tapg cartridges as the storage
medium. However, the storage for-
mat is different so that no Spec-
trum software can be loaded (and it
wouldn't work even if it could) and
you can't read Spectrum data car-
tridges.

The capacity of a
cartridge willtend to
shrink with age and

wgar.

late that this means that one
circuit of the tape takes around
seven seconds, which is the longest
time it can take to find a given
sector. This is much slower tEan a
floppy disk drive but faster than an
audio cassette recorder (which
can't in general find any old sector
but must read the whole tape).
Figure 2 shows some examplei of
the times taken to do things.-
Format a blank cartridge
Get directory listing
Save l5-line Basic prograrn
Load l5-Iine Basic program
Load Quill word processor

30
0-?
l5
15
75

Figure 2: Times in seconds to perform.
M ic rodriv e op erations.
But what about the reliability of
the medium? During this test,-two
cartridges reported 'bad media'

access _at present through Super-
B_a_sic. Later, perhaps, y5u wili be
able to access its routines through
assembler language and throu[h
high-level langua[es - a C cofir-
prrer rs promrsed.

QDOS does all the usual operat-
ing system thines, like man-asins
file input and oul,put to the Microl
d-riv-es, gettilg characters typed at
the keyboard and putting th-em on
the screen. QDOS routlines will
also handle the RS232 ports and
the Networ\, when it's rbady. The
screen- handling routines go well
beyond what rnost operatiig sys-
tems provide, allowing windows
and some built-in grap-hics opera-
tions too.

. All UO operations in QDOS are
channel-ori-ented. To mov-e stuff in
or out of the computer, you send it
through one of i6 channels to a
logical file. A logical filename con-
sists of the name of one of the
hardware devices, like the screen,
a Microdrive, the Network. etc.
with a filename tacked on usins
the underline symbol, which iE

llsed extensively in SuperBasic.
-U'or rnstance,
MDV1 myfile
would be a file on Microdrive 1. To
write to this file you would open a
channe! to it uiing OPEN, and
then PRINT to thai channei. For
common operations like SAVEing
a Basic program or PRINTing t6
the s^cree_n, it isn't necessary to
specifically open a channel as
SuperBasic keeps a sensible set of
default channels.

The console (CON ) device can
have a window size and location
and a type-_ahead buffer size speci-
fied in the device name. This is^ one
way to open a window, but Super-
Basic has a WINDOW comm^and
which is less verbose to use.

SuperBasic's commands for
aD99 op-erations are DIR to geta Microdrive directory, COpy
<name, TO .ram€> to Copy files,
SAVE to save a SuperBasic pro-
grail, SBYTES to s-ave a chirnk
gf QL memory, LOAD to load a
SuperBasic program and DELETE
to delete a file. OPEN is used to
open a channel to a device or fiIe.

Multi-tasking, when it finallv
gets here, will be done through th-e
EXEC command, which takeJa list
of programs and runs them all in
parallel, eg:
EXEC MDVl_firstprog ! MDVI_
secondprog
*1"T9 the ! sign means 'set up a
pipeline for the two programs to
communicate through'. I ian't tell
you how well it works because it
didn't. A PAUSE command can be
inserted into a Basic program to
make it wait in multiples of20 ms.

Each cartridge holds a maximum
of255 sectors of 512 bytes each but
in practice the useful capacity will
be beiow this. Some space is used
for the directory and olher system
stuff.

The operating system contains
error detection routines which can
detect bad sectors on the tape and
lock them out so that they can't be
used, which could result in data
loss. This means that the capacity
of a cartridge will tend to Jhrink
with age and wear.

The QDOS directory listing al-
ways shows as its first item the
number of free sectors against the
number of usable sectois, eg L7 I
219. On the cartridges supplied
with the review machine -there
seemed to be between 2L5 and 224
usable sectors, some 107 to lt2
kbytes.

The Microdrive cassettes contain
200 inches of video quality tape
travelljng at 30 inches/sec (veiy
fast, if you think about it). Eveir
without a computer, you can calcu-
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eruors and refused to load, which
out of 11 supplied is a rather high
percentage. It's imperative that
master copies of software be used
only once or twice to make backup
copies for use, and that all data b-e
b-acked _up onto separate cartridges.
I'd be bappier with two backup
copies if it were commercial data
qnd worth money. The compara-
tively high cost of the medium for
its capacity (84.95 each) renders
this an expensive business.

In short, the Microdrives are not
suitable for serious business use,
though they should be adequate for
home word processing an-cl hobby
database activities. There is a lot of
talk at Sinclair of a Winchester
disk interface for the QL: nerhaos
Sir Clive intends to s6oct ,t" dll
next year wittr 4 ridiculously low-
priced 3L/z inch Winchester unit.

The QL's operating system has
been dlbbed QDOS, the pun no
doubt being fully intended. (It's
perhaps an unhappy choice as the
name has been used elsewhere to
stand for Quick and Dirty Operat-
rng System.)

QDOS is not altogether finished
(hence the extra EPROM pack) and
several of its more important fea-
tures, including multi-tasking, are
not_ .implemlnted on dirly
machines.

Unlike the CP/M, MS-DOS and
Unix operating systems, QDOS
does not stand alone and has no
user interface of its own. It's a
collection of housekeeping routines
in ROM which the usef can only The Basic supplied with the QL is a



Inside the QL. Tfu 68M8 is thc lnng chip in th.e foreground.; undressed Mirrod.rives
lurk in thc batklround.
big deparbure from that Sinclair
Basic which was once going to
become the world standard. (Phew!
That was close . . . !) It's a big step
in the right direction, too. Spec-
trum owners may miss the single
keystroke command entry but
th6 gains are well worth it - think
of it as an opportunity to learn to
type. . .

The biggest improvement is in
the range of control structures
offered. Though GOTO, GOSUB,
ON .. GOTO and ON .. GOSUB
are all provided for compatibility
(ie, to transcribe programs from
other Basics), there is no need to
use them at all.

Procedures with parameters can
be defined using DEFine PROC-
edure and END DEFine (you
only need to type DEF PROC and
SuperBasic fills in the rest), which
knocks GOSUB on the head. So:
10 DEFine PROCedure hello (colour)
20 PAPER colour
30 PRINT "Hello world"
40 ENDDEFine

can be called by typing'hello 5' to
print on different background col-
ours. The variable 'colour' could
have been made LOCAL to the
definition by adding '15 LOCAL
colour'. The example of 'colour'also
shows that variables can have long
meaningful names (up to 255 char-
acters!) which can include numbers

and the underline character, eg
player3-score.

Functions can also be defined
with DEF FN, either in the usual
Basic way in one line or using any
number of lines of code ended by
END DEF and using RETURN to
return the result. Functions can
also take any number of para-
meters.

If .. THEN .. ELSE .. ENDIF
can have any number of lines of
code between THEN and ELSE and
ENDIF, allowing properly-struc-
tured entry and exit from program
sections without using GOTOs.
ELSE and ENDIF are both option-
al, so single-line IF . .THENs are
allowed when appropriate. As well
as IF there is a type of CASE
construct, called SELect ON, which
has a default clause ON .. RE-
MAINDER to catch the exceptions:
l0 SELectONflavour
20 ONflavour = "strawberry"30 PRINT "Yecch!"
40 ON flavour : ,.pistachio"
50 PRlIrlT "Yes, please!"
60 ONflavour = REMAINDER
70 PRINT *Oh, allright. . ."
80 ENDSELect
SELect can also be used in a short
form which is ideal for range tests:

10 SELect input-value - L TO
1200 : PRINT "Data within range"

The faithful old FOR. . NEXT loop
is generalised in two ways. The
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SuperBasic is a big step
in the right direction.

index variable for the loop can
have odd values tacked onto its
range and an END FOR can be
added, as in:
10 FOR size = 1.23,3.45,45.5 TO 12
20 PRINT size
30 NEXT size
40 PRINT "Finished"
5O ENDFORsize

It's permissible to leave a FOR loop
early using EXIT .loopnam€', €g
EXIT size, and in this case any
code between NEXT and END FOR
(Sinclair calls it an 'epilogue')
doesn't get executed.

Unbounded loops can be pro-
grammed with REPeat . . END RE-
Peat, which has the same syntax as
FOR. You can exit with EXIT or
force an immediate repeat with
NEXT. Both REPeat and FOR can
be used in a single line short form
analogous to that for SELect, eg:

10 FOR count : 1 TO 100 : PRINT
count

Taken altogether these are very
welcome improvements to Basic
and make it possible to write well-
structured and readable programs
as well as saving a lot of code
if used properly. The only thing
missing to make this a truly
grown-up programming language
would be some way of building up
complex data structures instead of
the clapped-out old DATA and
READ, but that comes close to
looking a gift-horse in the mouth.

All the usual arithmetic and
logic operators are provided and, as
a bonus, the bitwise logic operators
&&, !! and -- (bitwise AND, OR
andNOT).

SuperBasic supports floating-
point arithmetic with the hugq
ilynamic range o1 1g-ars to 10615
but with only seven digits of preci-
sion, which is not enough for se-
rious business use. Integers are
supported (sufnx variable name
wit]r. Vo) but for some reason they
are not allowed in a loop index in
the current version, which slows
things down quite severely - see
under'Performance' below. Strings
can be up to 32,768 characters
Iong, which should be quite
enough!

Arrays can have a number of
dimensions and they can be as-
signed to using'array literals', eg:

10 DIM array (3,3)
20 anay= {{245}{156}}

which is handy. They can also be
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Remember the days when every
record player rvas gifted with a needle
instead of a stylus. 45's u'ere "in]' 78's
were "outl'

Belore the davs of hi-fi and laser discs.
When a graphic equaliser u'as a break-
through on the fbotball pitch instead of'
in music technologr:

Look at a record plaver nou- and it's
a museum piece.

It'.s like that w.ith micros too.
The machine vou thought rvould give
endless hours of fun u.rd inte..st olten
becomes a five minute wonder. Played
out rvithin months. Or so you thought.

But imagine communicating with
other micro users on a nationwide
mainfiame system. Updating yourself'

dailv u.ith the verv latest computer news
and reviews. Paging a special Bulletin
Board. Feasting from *Prestel's 

vast menu.
Even dorvnloading a choice of software
absolutely free.

In fact, imagine 30,000 pages at your
fingertips and you've imagined what it'.s

like to be on line with the Micronet 800
system.

For Just !13 a quarter (and, fbr most
of'you, a local telephone call when-
ever you w'ant to connect up)you could
subscribe to the Micronet svstem.

The onlv extra you need to connect
up is a modem unit. Which is a small
enough outlay fbr what it buys.

Micronet's fbatures are almost limit-
less and constantly updating so why not
see it in action at John Leu,is stores,
selected W. H. Smith shops and Spectrum
UK dealers.

Or fill in the coupon lor our brochure.

You'll find you won't want to play on
anything else.

;;;;;****-"."*;;l
Name

Make/Model of Micro

Address

Telephone

MICR()NET 800, Drrnant LIousc, S llcrbal tlill, l
t,,nrJon lClRrlJ. l.lrplrorrr0l 2,ri il.lt. I_-J

,\IlCRONET 80{), I)unant Hou*'. 8 Htrbrl llill, London ECIR 5El.
lalrphone 0l 278 l1+1.

toPre*el and rhe I'rc*ei srmbol are radcnrrLs ol Bntish Iileconmunications

Making tlre rnost ofyour rnicro.



sliced' the way strings are in
Sinclair Basic:
months (7 to 12)

to give access to more than one
element at a time.

A very unusual feature is that
$tlnerBasic will, wherever poss-
ible,'coerce' different data fypes
into the correct type for an expi6ss-
ion. This means ihat you can'add a
string to an integer, for instance,
and get the right answer:
128+"345" still gives the answer
473. You'd get an error for
128_+"PLONK", though, because
PLONK can't be coeiced into a
numbe?. If you try to put floating
point numbers into an integer vari--
able, they will be correctly rounded
off.

One consequence of coercion is
that '*' can't be used to concat-
enate two strings as it is in most
Basics;'&' is used instead.

_ Orq peculiarity of SuperBasic is
that RUN doesn't initialise vari-
ables to zero as it does in most
Basics - uninitialised variables
return an asterisk instead oftheir
value. This can be very handy as
long as you know it's happening
and initialise all variables eiplicit--
ly in the program.

Graphics are handled by a system
of virtual co-ordinates whiih al-
ways refer to the current window,
not to the whole of the screen. The
graphics origin is always the bot-
tom left hand corner of the window,
which fits in better with normal
practice than the top. left hand
corner as used on many computers.

POINT sets a single poinf; LINE
draws lines either relative to cur-
rent position or between specified
points: CIRCLE will also draw
ellipses ofany eccentricity and at a
qpgcified angle. There is a keyword
FILL which takes two parameters-
a channel number and a numb6r,
but I couldn't get it to do anything
at all in the absence of any docu--
mentation. Rectangular areas of
colour can be defined with BLOCK
s_o_I presume FILL does something
different. There's supposed to be a
SCALE command to'aiter the scale
of the virtual co-ordinate system
but I couldn't make that 

- 
work

either.
WINDOWs can be defined and

given BORDERs of any thickness
and colour. To output to a different
window on the same screen, it must
be assigned a different channel
number; you then PRINT to the
appropriate channel. A window's
contents may be moved sideways
with PAN and up and down wilh
SCROLL, but these commands
don't buffer the contents so that
anything which goes out of the The Psion applications programs

Anything which goes out
of the window is lost

forcYer,

window is lost forever.
The word CSIZE allows you to

alter the size of the characters
displayed on the QL screen. The
height can be either 10 or 20 pixels
and the width 6,8, t2 or 16 pixels,
set independently so that there are
eight possible styles. The largest of
these only gets 32 huge characters
on a line.

Sound is handled by the single
command BEEP, which takes a list
ofup to eight optional characters:

BEEP duration, pitchl, pitch2,
gxadl, grad2,wraP, fuzz, random
The first two are normal duration
and pitch. Pitch2 specifies a second
note and BEEP can be rnade to
oscillate between the two notes,
like a police siren. Gradl and grad
2 deteimine the speed with wTrich
this wobbling takes place and fuzz
makes the sound prosressivelv
dirtier as it's increas6d, Ending ui
withwhite (or at least Srey) noise.i
couldn't work out exactlv what
wrap does - presumably it wraps.

The sound generator will run in
parallel to the ,processor so once
you've,,set it BEEPing it carries on
regardless of what else you're
doing; trying to remembei the
parameters to make it stop is a lot
of fun. The noises it makes are
highly suitable for Space Invaders-
type games but not for much else -certainly not for music.

As to the programmer's utilities,
there's AUTO line numbering, RE-
NUMbering of programs and
TRACE to help debugging. When
the QL enters SuperBasic, you're
presented with a screen spliLthree
yqys. At the bottom is a black,
full-width window into which you
tSpe commands. The upper part of
the screen is split verbicallv-into a
white and a r-ed half. Lisiings of
programs appear in the left, white
halfand program output appears in
the right, red area. These windows
are assigned the default channels
0, 1 and 2.

This is all fine, in as much as

The review machine was
quite clearly not a
finished product.
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yQgr, listings don't keep scrolling
off the screen, but it doesn't dis--
guise the fact that the QL still uses
the same old line editor that origin-
ated with the 2X80. To edit a
program you have to type EDIT
xxx to get the line back down into
the input window, where you can
gs9 the cursor keys left, right,
dglete Ieft,, delete right to altei it.
The draft manual rnentions a full
screen editor which can scroll both
up and down through a listing;
presumably this is either not
finished yet or has been dropped
through lack of ROM space.

With all the usual caveats about
the significance or otherwise of
Benchmarks (they bnly tell part of
the story), I nevertheless -tested

SuperBasic using the Eratosthenes
Sieve program employed by the US
magazine Byte. (lt finds all the
prime numbers up to 16,381.) The
program was adapted to make best
use of the superior control struc-
tures in SuperBasic.

The results were far from im-
pressive, taking 4480 seconds for
10 iterations of the test. This,
according to Byte's very extensive
t_able of results, puts it squarely
down among the slowest three
languages they have ever tested -slower in fact than Tandy and
Texas Instruments Basics and only
marginally faster than 280 Cobols.

A different set of benchmarks
published in a rival magazine
shows SuperBasic in, a sl-ightly
lgtter light, roughly comparaFle tb
Microsoft Basic on a 4 MHz Z8O
computer, but slower than BBC
Basic (although the transcendental
maths functions come out as quite
fast). Given that SuperBasic is
running on a 7.5 MHz 68008,
though, this is hardly a cause for
celebration.

Why this should be is a matter
upon which one can only speculate;
r.ny own guess is that the luxury of
'coercion' is in fact very expensive-
ly bought in terms of intbrpreter
time. Sinclair has respond-ed to
queries alogt the speed of Super-
Basic with the defence that it does
poorly in benchmark tests because
the'coercion' mechanism does not
at the moment allow integer vari-
ables to be used as a FOR loon
index - the index is always kept as
floating point. To give this thesis a
whirl I recoded the Sieve test usins
only ,REPeat loops with integ-?
variables. The result was a slowins
down to 5300 seconds for 10 iteral
tions. . .



bundled free with the QL. Ouill.
Abacus, Archive and Eaiel- are
described elsewhere in this issue. I
found them to be excellent in most
respects. Easel, the graphics draw-
ing program, is both spectacular to
look at and exemplaryin its ease of
use.

There isn't much to say about the
documentation as I wash't sunnlied
with any. Eventually, an ^earlv
p_rovisional manual, dating back t-o
the launch in Februaiy, was
obtained but the version of Super-
Basic described differed in numer-
ous-ways from that implemented
on the test machine, as did much of
the other information.

The Sinclair QL is a curious com-
promise indeed. It's quite definitelv
not suitable as a -real 

businesi
machi_le in its present configura-
tion. The Microdrives are neither
fast, capacious nor reliable enoush.
and the keyboard is scarc6lv
adequate. The Microdrives are suf-
ficiently fast, though, to be verv
satisfying to someone who is useil
only to cassettes - in other words.
to the upgrading hobbyist.

On the other hand, it's expensive
for a hobby- machine, esiecially
given that the picture qu-atity ii
not up to much on a domestic TV
and the graphics and sound facili-
ties from Basic are hardly stunning
compared to cheaper competitors. "

SuperBasic is an improvement
on all the home computer Basics
c_urr_ently available (Comal being
the honourable exception) and one
hopes that it will- teach better
programming practices to the next
generation of hackers. It will need
a lot of speeding up on the full
p-roduction versions, though, and
the floating point precisi6n will
need to be increased for business or
scientific use. It also deserves an
editor that does it more justice -why not a 'folding' edilor that
works at procedure level?

A point which can't be shirked is
that the review machine was quite
clearly not a finished product, de-
spite the fact that it had been sold
to a member of the public.

When the machine is finished
and has been around for a while,
then I'm sure that some exception-
al software (written in machine
code) will emerge for it. After all,
who would have thought that'Ant
Attack' was possible bn the Spec-
trum until somebody did it? And
the QL hardware packs a lot more
potential punch than either the
Spectrum or the BBC.

Until then, though, it's really a
machine for that ill-defined breed,
the serious home user. I

The Ql-attUork
The next section of QL lgey is devoted to in-depth reviews of three
of the four packages which come free with th<imacline: a"iti;th;word processor, Archive, the database system, and Abacis, the 

-

spreadsheet.
With these three packages, Sin-

clair has covered abbut gdpercent
of most business micro useis' gen-
eral needs. That, at least, is-the
theory . how weli does it stand up
in practice, thoueh?

We must state now that - as
you'll see in the next few pages -the sofbware as we tested if wis by
no means suitable for serious use.
Mostly it is bug-infested and in
some cases downright unreliable,
the very last thing anyone needs in
bustness-

We tested the sofbware as sup-
plied on a machine purchased by-a
member of the general public.
Thus, our reviews ieflect the situa-
tion faced by early QL buyers.
Sinclair has iteadfa-stly- refused to
suqply a review machine, stating
rather pompously that'our customl
ers come first'. Clearly, judging
from the state of the software]
Sinclair would prefer that the press
didn't get its hdnds on the machine
until the bugs were sorted out.

We feel otherwise: QL User owes
no allegiance to Sinclair, only to
the users of Sinclair's latest prod-
uct. Rather than produce'the
sycophantic ravings in which some
machine-specific magazines in-
dulge, we-feel we should tell the
story as it is, regardless ofwhether
this happens to fit the Sinclair
party line.
. Clearly, though, the bugs now
infesting the machine and lts soft-
ware will at some stage be elimin-
ated. We don't know when this will
be but we hope it will be soon. The
QL is, on paper, a remarkable
machine, let down in reality only
by a premature launch. As we weni
to press, we heard that new re-
leases of the software were immi-
nent and we hope that this will
rncorporate remedies to many of
the gripes which our reviews con-
tain.

So what's the point of reviewine
the software if- it's going to b6

changed?

- Firstly,-if you are contemplating
buying a QL, you'll be interested to
know just how worthwhile the
software is. Does it do what you
want your computer to do? How
useful will it be to you? We can
answer these right now by examin-
ing- the facilities offered by these
packages, and - bugs permitting -we can tell you how easy they are
to use and how useful they are,
especially when viewed with the
perspective of the general business
micro software market.

So if you're in a pre-Ql-ordering
situation, our advice is to pay only
passing attention to the bugs re-
p-orted here. Chances are that by
the time you get the machine, al
least the howlers will have been
fixed a-nd you should have a pretty
powerful little system at your did-
posal.

If you already have a QL, you'll
probably be depressingly familiar
with much of what we report here.
but at least you'll have the colci
comfort of knowing that it's the
software that's faulty and not the
way you were trying to use it!

We anticipate that some sort of
sofbware upgrade will be offered to
existing owners by Sinclair. After
all, selling products which don't
fulfil their stated purpose might
contravene the Sale of Goods Act if
no upgrades are offered. We intend
to keep a very close eye on this
situation indeed: we feel that those
people who invested f400 of faith
in Sinclair by ordering when the
machine was first launched de-
serve to end up with a properlv-
functioning maihine and'w6'll 6e
pushing on their behalf for this to
be done.

Finally, if you're wondering
what happened about Easel, th6
graphics package which also comes
with the QL - well, wait until the
next issue!
Peter RodweII.
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I ordered a QL because I wanted a
cheap word processing package.
The machine's real keyboard, Mi-
crodrive data storage and bundled
software seemed to offer three of
the five essentials of word pro-
cessing. Throw in the family TV
and the only additional expendi-
ture is for a printer.

But then again, aren't those
three supplied essentials as much
reasons for avoiding the QL as for
buying it? After all, when has
Sinclair ever made a decent
keyboard? When has a Microdrive
ever competed directlY with floppy
disks? And could Psion, master of
games programs though it might
be, really put together serviceable
applications software?

First the good news: the QL
keyboard is fine. Its basic mechan-
ism is little different from that of
the Spectrum: a molded rubber mat
transmits your dab to what is
essentially a flexible circuit board.
This is pushed downwards until
electrical tracks on its underside
make contact with a similar board
beneath it. A circuit is completed
and the machine registers the in-
put. What the QL adds to that
set-up is merely an upper layer of
hard plastic keys held in a rigid
frame.

Surprisingly, it works very well.
Even the fact that the QL's
keyboard is as flat as the Spec-
trum's seems to make little differ-
ence to the user - although it may
have been responsible for the way I
tended to miss the space bar from
time to time. And it even clicks.

Put all that together, add (very
important, this) the automatic
woid wrap provided by Quill itself,
and - to my surprise - I found that

the QL turned me into a faster and
more accurate typist than I'd ever
been on a conventional typewriter.

Ilardware quirks
However, traditionalists may be
disconcerted that the shift key has
been displaced tby the QL's control
key) one row up from its usual
bottom left hand corner position,
but they'll soon get used to it. The
'enter' key on my machine, pre-
sumably because it's so big, re-
quired an authoritative poke
amidships before it paid any atten-
tion. And, far from providing a
numeric cluster, the QL scatters its
arithmetic functions somewhat,
and puts a couple ofthem in shifted
positions. But none of that is par-
ticularly important.

And those Microdrives? Well,
these devices have been available
as peripherals for the Spectrum for
almost-a vear. There were undeni-
able pro6lems with early Micro-
drive ROMs but these seem to have
been overcome and the device has
settled down as a serviceable little
unit for Spectrum owners who
want some bf a floppy disk's per-
formance at some of a floppy disk's
price.- I was surprised at the amount of
Microdrive accessing which went
on with Quill. The program clearly
stores in RAM only part of its
command structure and only a
fraction of any document under
composition. Drive access is there-
fore'required before the package
can cariy out many simple com-
mands and before much in the waY
of text manipulation is possible.

The performance of the Micro-
drives themselves is disappointing.

Sinclair has been promising for
some time that the present 60-odd
second load time of the Psion pack-
ages would be drastically reduced.
This hasn't happened yet and the
poor performance of the Micro-
drives in this respect may also be
reflected in the lengthy whirrings
which frequently halt all input to
the Quill program. On one occasion
a Microdrive got up to one of its old
Spectrum tricks, going into an
unstoppable loop which eventually
required a power-down and conse-
quent loss of the data in memory.

Setting up
I had Quill version 1.0 and I was
using a QL from the first batch to
be delivered. Those two facts may
have been responsible for what
followed. . .

When you use the package for
the first time, you are immediately
prompted to make a back-up copy
of Quill. I know a few people who
had problems as early as this, but I
managed OK. Your back-up copy is
then placed in the left-hand Mi-
crodrive, with a formatted data
cartridge in the right-hand drive
(or Microdrives 1 and 2, as the
manual calls them).

It is possible to load the program
via some long Microdrive command
but it's far easier to press the reset
button and then choose either TV
or monitor display - at which point
the cartridge will load itself.

In TV mode the program defaults
to a 64-column display, though it is
possible to select 40 columns.
Monitor users will find Quill auto-
matically switching to an 80-
column display. In fact I found
the display was good enough to use
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in 8O-column mode even with my
rather second-rate TV. The quality
of the lettering with this setup was
comparable to a dot matrix printer
with a used ribbon; each character
was visible but they tended to blur
into each other.

I found it acceptable although
other TV users might prefer to
keep to the 64-column mode, save
the text to the Microdrive and then
load it into an SO-column monitor
display for a final viewing before
printout. No-one except - possibly
- owners of a Sinclair flat-screen
TV, will need the 40 columns
display.

My chief disappointment u'ith
the display was the poor colour
resolution. Pixel crawl was so bad
that I had to turn my TV's colour
control right down into a
monochrome dispiay, but I have
seen Quill working well on other
TVs.

QULII in use
Like the other packages bundled
with the QL, Qui11 divides the
screen into three distinct areas.

The top few lines are occupied by
the control area, which contains
reminders about the uses of the
function keys and the operation of
the various Quil1 commands. The
large central area is used to display
your document and can be ex-
panded to fu1l screen size by
switching out the other two areas.
The final zone contains informa-
tion about the current document -its name, its word, line and page
counts, any special typeface you
may be working in and whether
you're using Insert or Overwrite
mode.

Pressing function key 1 invokes
the Help routine. Only one-third of
the Help menus can be held in
memory at one time, so F1 usually
disables the keyboard and starts up
the Microdrives. When the Help
data has been read into RAM, the
normal Quill display is replaced bv
frames of information about the
program, the user working down-
wards through a series of menus
into more and more specific in-
formation.

Unfortunately, the Psion pro-
grammers hadn't got around to
finishing the Help function on my
version of Quill. Only about two-
thirds of the Quill commands had
been annotated, the user being
thrown back to the previous menu
f,rame whenever an attempt was
made to get details on the remain-
der. This was my first Quill bug;
there were more to come.

6

o
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The F2 key is used to toggle the
two prompt areas off and on; as
already described, this enables the
central display area to fill the
screen. It works quickly and well.

Fg gives access to the Quill
commands (of which more later)
and F4 enables the typeface ofyour
document to be altered. Available
typefaces are bold, superscript,
subscript and underline. All four
options are fully displayed directly
as input. Again, this function
worked well, although the lengthy
Microdrive accesses were starting
to grate somewhat by this time.

Wfiting with QUiII
Rumours were already circulating
about the degree of 'queueing'
which Quill users had experienced.
Even moderate typists, it was said,
were able to get several letters

A disconcerting lag
between text entry at the

keyboard and its
appearance on the screen.

ahead of the on-screen dispiay,
experiencing a disconcerting ldg
between text entry at the keyboard
and its appearance on the screen.

But even after this preparation, I
was staggered to find that, with no
particular effort, I could race 25
letters ahead of the display! I
should add that in most cases this
phenomenon is more odd than in-
convenient, though it is occasional-
ly exasperating to notice a typing
error being left several words back
as the cursor huffs and puffs to
catch up with you.

At times like this, the neat range
of rapid cursor movements avail-
able under Quill comes in handy.
As well as the expected single-
space movements made by pressing
only the left and right cursor con-
trols, larger leaps can be effected
with the shift and cursor keys held
down together. Using shift with
the left and right controls moves
the cursor one word in the chosen
direction; shift plus up or down
keys move the cursor about in
units ofa paragraph.

Similar flexibility is offered by
the delete function. Control and
the left and right keys are used for
zapping single letters and whole
words disappear when shift is
added. Mass destruction of lines

Quill holds only a Yery
limited amount of your

document in RAM.

Ieft and right of the cursor can be
invoked using the control and up/
down keys.

It's worth remembering, how-
ever, that Quill holds only a very
limited amount of your document
in RAM. Should you want to move
the cursor out of that area, Micro-
drive access - with consequent
keyboard disabling - is inevitable.
But whenever you're working
within the RAM-based text, opera-
tions are generally swift and
efficient - provided the part of the
Quill prograrp to carry out these
operations has been loaded from
the Microdrive! As I said earlier,
Quill seems incapable of storing its
full command structure in RAM -
to carry out most Quill operations,
the relevant command code has to
be loaded from the r\.{icrodrive.

Word-wrap and right-hand jus-
tification - aligning the right-hand
edges of text, as in most printed
material - are both swift and
automatic. Justification is carried
out by inserting extra spaces into
the line so text with an unusual
number of long words can look
peculiar and three spaces betweeh
words is bv no means rare.

The op6ration of Quill at this

bread-and-butter text innuttins
level was generally pleasing. Bui
then I started delving into the
commands; they're presented here,
as in the manual, in alphabetical
order.

Qaill commands
Copy does what you'd expect:
move the cursor to the beginning of
the text to be duplicated and press
'enter'. As the cursor is moved
down through the target text, the
text is displayed in irr-verse video.
The exceptional clarity this gives
to the copy selection process turns
out to be entirely necessary. Copy
doesn't allow you to move the
cursor backwards; should you over-
shoot the end of your target text,
your only recourse is to hit the
ESCape key and start the process
agarn.

Provided you manage your selec-
tion successfully, the rest of the
process is simple enough. Press
'enter' to register the end of the
text to be copied, move the cursor
to any point in the document and
press 'C'; the highlighted passage
will be duplicated and justified
quickly and efficiently. The final
stage of this process can be re-
peated indefinitely, enabling mul-
tiple copies to be made with
little effort.

This command doubles as a block
move, as you can choose to delete

Quill in its editing mode. This picture was taken with a monitor - TV sets giue
poorer quality.
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the source text from its original
position.

Design sets your page layout and
six functions can be altered. Bot-
tom and Upper margin fixes the
number of blank lines at the top
and foot of each page. These mar-
gins are not displayed on screen
and neither are the Gaps Between
Lines (that's line spacing to you
andme).

Psion's explanation for this par-
ticular lack of what-you-see-is-
what-you-get (a prized quality in
word processing whereby the
screen displays text exactly as it
will appear on paper) is reasonable
enough: it would waste a lot of
space on the display.

The manual consoles us with
many references to a command
called View, under which an entire
page can be displayed with the
Ietters represented by tiny blocks,
thus enabling the operator to cast a
designer's eye over the document
before it's printed out. My only
regret was that this command
didn't appear anywhere in the
program. . .

Other Design options comprise
the facility to change the number
ofyour first page and the number of
columns on the screen. They work
well but it was while I was ex-
perimenting with Design that the
program crashed for the first time:
the screen froze, the keyboard went
numb and there was nothing for it
but to press reset and lose all my
text.

Erase works just like Copy, with
the same illuminated target area,
same restriction on moving back-
wards and the same automatic
justifi cation afterwards.

Files proved to be a minefield of
bugs, omissions and obscurities.
Like Design, Files is composed of
subordinate commands - this time

A minefield of butSt
omissions and obscurities.

directed towards the management
of Microdrive operations.

The first option is called Backup
and is supposed - I think - to help
you make a second, security copy of
a file on the Microdrive. AII I know
is that I followed the instructions a
dozen times and it just kept telling
me,'File does not exist'.

Delete wipes a Microdrive file -
and it works! Hooray!

Format does what you'd expect to
a Microdrive cartridge. The man-
ual says: 'You can not recover the
contents of a deleted file so you
should think carefully before using
this option.'This is called dramatii
irony since the manual also says
that it's the cartridge in Microdrive
2 which is the default drive for
formatting, which is appropriate
since that's where the data car-

, lmpetuously pressing
, Enter leaves your Quill
back-up cartridge squeaky

clean and factory-fresh.

tridge lives. In fact, as the on-
screen prompt reveals, the true
default is Microdrive 1. Impetuous-
ly pressing Enter leaves your Quill
back-up cartridge squeaky clean
and factory-fresh. I know: I've done
it.

Import is the fourth and last
option under Files. It serves 'to
insert another file from a Micro-
drive cartridge into your docu-
ment, at the position of the cursor'.
No doubt it does, though after
three program crashes, losses of
RAM-based text, resets and long
climbs back into Quill, I decided to
take Psion's word for it.

Footer:'This command allows you
to specify a line oftext to be used as
the last line on each printed page'.
Good word processor functions are
available for the editing and pos-
itioning of your chosen text. Again,
the Footer is not displayed on
screen; again reference is made in
the manual to a non-existent com-
mand (this time called'Defaults')
with which to view a completed
page.

Goto is a quick way of moving the
cursor to the beginning or end of
your document, or to the top of a
specified page within it.

Ileader is like Footer, only
higher.

Hyphenate started off as a good
idea. The problem with automatic
word-wrap, as indicated earlier, is
that a log-jam of long words can
leave Quill with a choice between a
line that's too full or too empty.

Inevitably, the outcome is three
words and 30 spaces ofpadding.

The Hyphenate command lets
you place a buried line break into a
long word. If any reformatting is
necessary and the word happens to
fall at the end of a line, Quill
breaks the word at the specified
point - and even sticks the hyphen
in for you. 'The command,' says the
manual, 'will have no apparent
effect on the word if it is not at the
end of a line.'

Well, yes, but since Hyphenate is
itself well-buried (at the end of five
separate keystrokes and the inevit-
able Microdrive accesses) I'm sure
that most users will be like me:
they'Il wait for the awkward word
wrap to happen, go to where the
line break should be, move into
Insert mode, type a hyphen and a
space and then let Quill do the rest.

So far, I've been glossing over
most of the disagreements between
instructions in the manual and
those on screen. With the instruc-
tions for Hyphenate, however,
Quill achieves a certain purity:
manual and screen prompts dis-
agree - and they're both wrong.

Justi is excellent. You can

enacted on the screen with im-
pressive speed. Finally, press 'en-
ter'to confirm your selection and
return to the text mode. Quill
iloesn't have to work the justifica-
tion all the way through the docu-
ment on Microdrive since the for-
matting instructions for each para-
graph are kept in RAM.

Load is used to fetch a file from
Microdrive. It worked every time

but there's an unavoidable
system overhead: even two words
needed 15 to 20 seconds of Micro-
drive access.

Margins: as with all on-screen
manipulations in Quill, Margins
works well. It fixes the position of
the left and right margins of your
text and ofthe paragraph indent.

Merge: 'The merge command
takes a copy of a named Quill
document from a Microdrive car-
tridge and inserts it, at the position
of the cursor, in the document
currently in memory.' It differs
from the disastrous Import com-
mand in that the latter is intended
for files from Abacus or Archive
and it works fine.

select'Left, Right and Centre jus-
tification, each option being
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crodrive - you've guessed it: it
didn't get savedl

Replace searches your document
for a specified piece of text and
replaces it with another of your
choosing. The replacement can be
longer than the original; the orig-
inal can be embedded withi4 a
longer word. The user is presented
with each individual occurence of
the original string and must indi-
vidually authorise its replacement.
Manual and screen prompts (of
course) disagree.

The Replace command suffers
acutely from the odd way that
Quill divides your document be-
tween Microdrive and RAM. In-
deed, Replace can't even search
much of the limited amount of text
held in memory and exasperating
Microdrive accesses are needed
after every two or three lines
of examination.

Soue works OK, though it was
while using this command that my
data cartridge went into its one
and only unstoppable spin. As with
Load, there's an irreducable sys-
tem overhead to pay on every
transaction - saving 131 words to
an empty cartridge took 33
seconds. Screen and manual dis-

illanual and screen
prompts disagree - and

theytre both wrong.

Page is for forcing a page break.
The manual and screen prompts
disagree about how to implement
thi s comm and. After ex-
perimenting, I concluded that the
screen prompt was correct.

If you make a mistake, however,
and want to cancel a page break,
the manual and the screen prompts
agree. After experimenting, I con-
cluded that neither was correct.
After further experimenting, I con-
cluded that Ild better never want to
cancel a page break.

Print. The Quill cartridge con-
tains - or should contain - a file
called INSTALL-BAS, This is a
Basic program which, when run,
reads from another file on the
cartridge called INSTALL-DAT.
This second file contains printer
drivers for popular machines like
the FX-80 and if your printer is on
the list you can select the appropri-
ate driver, which is. then loaded
into yet another Microdrive fiIe.
This last fiIe is called PRINTER-
DAT and will henceforward be
accessed by your version ofQuill as
its printer device.

If your printer isn't on the IN-
STALL DAT list, you can con-
figure your own driver via a table
in the same file, or you can leave
Quill with the PRINTER-DAT file
in its original state. This last

Quit rather implies that it ought
to be a fifth Psion program contain-
ing the best of QL bugs. In fact it
merely contains the best Quill bug.

The purpose of Quit is to move
you from Quill to Basic; it does this
with brutal efficiency via a kind of
automated reset. Along the way,
though, it offers you the option of
saving.your current document to
Microdrive before the Big Crash.
So, you accept this option, the
Microdrive whirrs and stops, the
program dissolves and you're right
back at the reset position. But
when you reload Quill and try to
load your document from the Mi-

A predictably excellent
piece of screen handling.

agree - again.

Search is just .like Replace but
without the replacing.

Tabs is a predictably excellent
piece of screen handling. Four
different types of tab stops are
available; you can have up to 16 of
them and they can be placed any-
where on the line.

The left tab stop acts like a left
margin, positioning the text to its
right. A right tab does the opposite
and a Centre tab is halfway be-
tween the two. The handy Deiimal
tab organises a column of numbers
of any length such that their
decimal points align. The manual
is wrong about this one.

The last two commands form a
worthwhile end to this list of Quill
commands.

View simply doesn't exist; and

Zap, despite its Buck Rogers
name, is remarkably slow at its
chosen task ofdeleting the current
document. Personally, I blame the
Microdrive accesses.

The verdict
The most damning comment on
this program is also the simplest: I
didn't dare use Quill to write this
revlew.

Psion says it has 'spoken in the
strongest terms to Sinclair' about
the latter's failure to incorporate
updates to the Quill manual. And
it has sent Sinclair a less bug-
infested version of Quill itself. So
we can hope that the second batch
of QLs to be issued will contain a
worthwhile version of this crucial
word processing package.

Meanwhile, early users of Quill
are landed with a program which
bears the signs of bungled haste
which characterise the entire QL
project. Like the computer it
accompanies, Quill will probably
be terrific when it's finished. At the
moment, it's a word processor you
can't trust - which means it's
useless. tr
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Computers in the home tend to end
up doing one of two things. If they
havejoysticks but no printer, they
get used mainly for playing games.
If they have no joysticks but do
have a printer, they spend most of
their time being used to write
thank-you letters or pleading let-
ters to bank managers. Computer
journalists invariably use them for
writing copy for magazines such as
QL User.

Neither of these extremes reallv
gets the best from a computer
(although few would deny that a
word processor is one of the best
investments a wordmonger can
make). The actual data processing
involved in a word processor is
relatively trivial, yet everybody
knows that the computer's real
strength comes from its ability to
handle arithmetical and iogical
operations in iarge quantities at
astonishing speed.

In the middle ground betlveen
the fancy string handling of word
processors and the number-crun-
ching of sophisticated games lies
the'database'.

Databases share many of the
features ofword processors in that
the information stored in the data
files - and presented on the screen
or in printouts - consists mainly of
character strings. But whereas
word processors are pretty'dumb'-
one word means no more and no
less than any other to a word
processor - a database assigns
various levels of significance to
some of the words within it, and
can perform complex logical opera-
tions on them.

Before looking at the perform-
ance of QL Archive in more detail,
it's worth describing in general
terms. just what a database pro-
gram rs.

At the very simplest level, a
database is a computerised replace-

ment for a card index. The data is
organised into one or more 'files',
each fiie consisting ofa collection of
related data. Each file contains a
number of individual 'records' and
each record contains a number of
individual 'fields'. A very simple
card index style database on your
book collection might be organised
- either in a real card index, or in a
computerised analogue - like this
(for example):

A file - called 'BOOKS' consisting of
700 records; Each record details
one book, and is made up of sepa-
rate fields - TITLE, AUTHOR, SUB.
JECT, PUBLISHER etc.

Figure 1 shows the idea graphi-
cally. The important thing to re-
member is that all databases, from
simple ones such as Cardbox (pub-
lished by Caxton) to elaborate ones
such as dBase II (published by
Ashton Tate) are organised like
this. The great differences come in
what the programs are able to do
with the data held in the files,
records and fields, and in how easy
they are to use. As a general rule of
thumb, very easy-to-use data bases
are not very 'powerful', and vice

versa. To see what 'powerful'
means in this context, let's take a
look at what a database user might
want to do with the data.

Facilities
At the simplest level, a database,
QL Archive included, consists as a
single file of related records, each
record consisting of identical
'fields'. Naturally, the data in each
field of a record will differ from the
data in the fields ofother records. A
file might consist of records of all
the books in your collection, re-
cords of all your company's clients
or records of all the invoices you
have issued. QL Archive can do
more than that, however. Unlike
many databases, it is able to work
on more than one file at a time. But
we'll come to these more advanced
capabilities later and consider it in
its simplest,'card-index' mode.

On loading Archive into the QL,
using the command LGO MDVI-
ARCHIVE,ENTER, or by pressing
reset, the user is presented with a
screen divided into three areas; a
'control' area occupying the top
four lines of the screen, a large

TITLE
AUTHOR
SUBJECT
PUBLISHER
DATE

TITLE
AUTHOR
SUBJECT
PUBLISHER

RECORD 7OO

RECORD 5

RECORD4
RECORD 3

RECORD 2

Figure 1
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central 'display' area and a four
line 'work' area al the bottom.
Until instructed otherwise, Arc-
hive will be in the'keyboard inter-
preter mode'. This means that com-
mands recognised by Archive can
be typed in at the keyboard. The
commands appear in the 'work'
area at the bottom of the screen.
On pressing .ENTER', the com-
mands are executed (interpreted)
directly.

Psion, the company which wrote
Archive, has created a program
that responds to statements that
are virtually the same as Super-
Basic (though, interestingly, Arc-
hive was written in C on a VAX-11
super-mini computer). The user
has a choice of 63 powerful com-
mands which can 

- be executed
directly, or he can create 'proce-
dures'(mini-programs) to make the
database do whatever he wants.

To illustrate the difference be-
tween the built-in commands and
user-written procedures, suppose
that a card-index style file has been
created listing details of the books
in your collection, and that the file
has been given the fiIename
BOOKS. To gain access to this file,
you use the command OPEN
"BOOKS". This causes the file to be
read into memory from the Micro-
drive cassette, but nothing will be
displayed on the screen.

Commands and
prccedutes

To view the first record in the file,
you use the command DISPLAY.
This shows only the first record. To
view the next record, you type in
the command NEXT. You can
move about the file with a variety
of commands - FIRST (to show the
first record), LAST (to view the last
record), BACK (to view the record
before the one currently being dis-
played) and NEXT (to look at the
record following the one being dis-
played).

Other often used commands in-
clude FIND, to'find' a record con-
taining a specified string, as in
FIND "Xavier Hollander", or
SEARCH to find a specified string
in a specified field, as in SEARCH
SUBJECT$ "Assembly language".
If all this typing seems like too
much trouble, the user can write a
procedure to simplify it aII and
allow single-key commands to be
used. The EDIT command is used
to invoke the program-writing edi-
tor, which allows the statements of
the program to be entered from the

keyboard. A program or'procedure'
to simplify the standard commands
for moving through a file could be
written as follows:
EDIT (the command to put Archive
into program edit mode)
proc SIMPLE ('proc' indicates the
start of a procedure and is created
automatically by the EDIT command.
SIMPLE is the name we have given to
this procedure)
while key$ ., "Q" (input from the
keyboard)
sprint (instruction to print to screen)
let KEY$:getkeyO @ets keyboard
input)
if KEY$:(F": first: endif (executes
.FIRST')

if KEY$:"L": last: endif (executes
.LAST')

if KEY$="B": back: endif (executes
.BACK)
if KEY$:"N": next: endif (executes
.NEXT')

endwhile (end of 'WHILE' statement)
close (closes file if"Q" is pressed)
endproc (end of procedure statement;
inserted automatically by the EDIT
command)

This procedure can be saved by
using SAVE "SIMPLE" ,ENTER,.
It can be invoked by typing LOAD
"SIMPLE". Once this has been
done, pressing the keys "F", "L",
"B" and "N" will automatically
cause the FIRST, LAST, BACK
and NEXT commands to be ex-
ecuted.

This has been a very simple
example of the use of the editor to
write programs to be automatically
executed by Archive as though the
specified inputs were built-in com-
mands. Similarly, SuperBasic-like
program sequences can be written
to perform actions as simple or
complex as you like. A very simple
example is given in the lJser's
Manual.It shows that, while in the
'keyboard interpreter mode', Su-
perBasic-like sequences can be
given to print characters on the
screen. For example, the sequence
below will print the numbers 13
down to 1 on the left side of the
display area:
let x: l3
while x ., 0
print x
let x:x- 1

endwhile
.ENTER'

These SuperBasic-Iike state-
ments can be written in as direct
commands to be executed from the
work area, or they can be written
as part of a named procedure to be
invoked whenever the procedure
name is typed in.

?l
xr
rn
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Once a procedure has been cre-
ated, it can be saved by using the
SAVE ".PROCEDURENAME'''
command. Once saved, any proce-
dure can be loaded (by typing
LOAD ".PROCEDURENAME''')
and then invoked by simply typing
the name of the procedure. There-
after, any commands defined in the
procedure need only be typed in to
be executed

This may all sound very compli-
cated until you try it. What it

Programs of any
complexity may be created.

means in fact is that programs
(procedures) of any complexity may
be created and loaded in memory to
be invoked whenever they are
needed. Suppose that you are an
estate agent with a large number
of houses on your list. The prop-
erties range from low-cost terraces
to luxury penthouse suites and are
located over a wide geographical
area. If a buyer comes in and asks
for a list of houses you might have
in Croydon with three bedrooms, a
garage and costing less than
f,45,000, you could locate it quite
easily using Archive's built-in com-
mands,

SEARCH
LOCATION$ : "CROYDON" AND
BEDROOMS':4 AND PRICE.
45000AND STATUS$="FOR
SALE''

A more elegant solution would
be to use Archive's programming
language to prompt you on the
screen with prompts such as:

CLIENT'S REQUEST
HOW MANY BEDROOMS RE-
QUIRED?-
WHAT AREA?
OTHER AREAS CONSIDERED?

HOUSE, FLAT, EITHER (Enter H,
F or E) 

- 
SIZE OF GARDEN

REQUIRED ((S)mall, (M)edium,
(L)arge, (N)one, (D)on't care) 

-PRICE RANGE? TOP PRICE IS?

All of this input could be pro-
grammed both to give the prompts
and to pass the parameters to the
built-in commands, arithmetic and
logical operations so that an
appropriate search would be car-
ried out automatically, resulting in
a printed out list of all properties
meeting the client's criteria.

Another procedure called
OFFER could be written that
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would automatically update the
file'and change the status of a
house on the list from'FOR SALE'
to 'UNDER OFFER' if the client
wished to purchase. This house
would then automatically be elim-
inated from any searches made for
further clients.

An interesting example of the
power of a 'real' database program
(as opposed to the non-programm-
able 'card-index' style programs
that sometimes call themselves
databases) is given in the User'
Manual. It uses the example of a
club that charges an annual sub-
scription and gives members six
bi-monthly newsletters.

The database file consists basic-
aIIy of details of the individual
members and whether he or she
has paid his subscription. Proce-
dures are written to automatically
print mailing addresses (for the
newsletter) and issue a subscrip-
tion reminder whenever there is
only one newsletter left to be sent
out. Each time an address mailing
list of labels is printed out, the
number of issues left for the mem-
ber to receive is decremented by
one. Each time a subscription is
received from a member, the num-
ber of issues to his or her credit is
topped up by six. To show how
simple this can be in the Archive
programming language, we repro-
duce the procedure that accepts
subscription payments and updates
the records. Our comments are
added in square brackets.

proc pay lname of the procedure]
cls [clears the screen]
let n$:rrx" ldumm' value for n$ in
case n$ has been altered elsewherel
while n$ <, " " fwhile notnull]
getrec [procedure to find a specified
recordl
if ok$:try" [valid record]
let issues:issues+6 ltops up newslet-
tersl
update [modifies record]
endif
endwhile
endproc

The procedures written in the
Archive programming language
are true procedures. Parameters
can be passed to procedures. These
parameters can be variables as
well as literals and may be strings
as well as numeric variables. Para-
meters can call other parameters
and can even call themselves if
necessary. This ability of para-
meters to call other parameters
considerably eases the program-
mer's task. A general procedure

can be written, for example, to
'print'address labels on the screen
using statements such as;

doline; title$+" "+fornam$(1)+".t'+surname$

In this example, 'doline'is a named
procedure and the rest are para-
meters passed to it. The procedure
'doline' can then be separately
defined as:

proc doline; x$
printx$
endproc [to print on the screen]
Or:
proc doline; x$
lprint x$
endproc lto print on the printer]

Problems
So far, our look at QL Archive has
stressed its versatility and power.
Criticism has been noticeably ab-
sent and now is the time to rectify
that.

QL Archive is potentially a very
powerful database program, equal
in many respects to the well known
market leader, dBase II. Pared-
down databases such as Cardbox
are inflexible and cannot run user-
defined programs. They pale by
comparison. Unfortunately, Arc-
hive is a new and (largely) un-
tested product. The version made
available for this review (version
0.3) was filled with a fascinating
fauna of bugs; many of the
documented commands and func-
tions simply didn't work and there

were logical inconsistencies in
those that did. For example, the
FIND command to search the file
for a specified string (e.g. FIND
"pascal" to locate a booli record)
would locate "pascal" regardless of
the use of upper or lower case
letters, and would find the sub-
string "pascal" even if it were in a
field containing the string "Pasca-
lissimo". The similar command
SEARCH, as in SEARCH Title$
"Pascal", would not work because
the correct field name was TITLE$,
not Title$. Similarly, while the
command FIND "280" would locate
a record containing the substring
"280" in a field containing the
string "Practical Microcomputer
Programming: The 280", it iould
not handle SEARCH TITLE$ :,.280" AND PUBLISHER$ :
"Sybex" because the title field con-
sisted of the string "280 Applica-
tions". I feel that ifa database is to
have "intelligent" search facilities
that can ignore upper and lower
case and can find substrings in
some cases, it should be able to do
so in all cases.

User image
Although, generally, the "user im-
age" {that is, the way the programs
appears to operate to the user) is
simple and consistent, there are
some curious inconsistencies.
When a new file is created, for
example, the command to initiate
the creation of the new file is an
"intuitive" CREATE, as in:

A blank Archiue screen. Note common screen layout, with prompts at the top and
comrnand line at the bottom.
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CREATE "FUNGUS''
SPECIES$
LOCATION$
SEASON$
CONDITION$
GRID REFERENCE
NOTES$
GROWTH$

Having entered all these fields,
however (ending with the END-
CREATE command), the variables
for each field are entered by using
the keys in the ordinary way. Each
line is then terminated by pressing
the TABULATE key, not the EN-
TER (RETURN) key. This is a most
unnatural activity, especially for
the proficient typist. Another
curiosity is that when a file has
been opened for editing, the whole
file is written back to mass storage
even if no record has been modified.
Since the reading and writing op-
erations are not particularly fast,
this seems a real time waster;
internal flags must surely know if
modifications have been made or
notl

Documentation
Another major criticism has to be
made of the manual. Although the
authors have obviously tried hard
to cover everything, and to illus-
trate the use of Archive through
examples, they have not succeeded
well. There are far too few practical
examples. Too often, the approach
is to "include a few simple exam-
ples, but the best way to learn is by
using them (slc) yourselves" (from
the chapter on Editing). Although
the use of computer jargon (passing
parameters, string variables etc)
will be familiar enough to pro-
grammers, users new to computers
are likely to find the explanations
hard going.
' Particularly poorly explained is
the use of actual and "logical"
filenames for fiIes used in the
database. Since Archive is able to
operate on more than one "logical"
file at a time, it is an important
subject sure to leave many users
confused by the skimpy treatment
afforded in the manual.

Another example of the way the
manual takes too much for granted
is given by its treatment o-f global
and local variables within Archive
programs. Again, the concept will
be familiar to most programmers.
If you are not a proficient program-
mer, what would you make of this
explanation?

"The variables used as formal
parameters in a procedure are local

variables in that they are not
defined outside the procedure in
which they are first assigned a
value. The following example may
help to make the distinction clear.

proc demo; arb$
print x,y$
print a,b$
endproc

letu:3 ENTER
letv$:r'1sx1" ENTER

demo; u,v$ ENTER
printu v$ ENTER"

If the Sinclair QL becomes as
popular as it deserves to become,
we may hope for a plethora of "QL
Archive Made Easy" and "How To
Use QL Archive" books;the manu-
al is the bearest outline.

As for the numerous bugs in the
program, it is difficult to make a
reasonable judgment. The review
program was release 0.3. The soft-
ware writers, Psion, say that the
release to be supplied with the QL
will be version 0.5. Hopefully, the
numerous commands and functions
that 1) resulted in error messages,
2) did nothing, 3) dumped the user
back in the operating system, or 4)
caused the system to hang up
completely will all be fixed. Prob-
ably, we cannot expect an im-
proved version of the lJser's Manu-
al, and that is a shame.

Speed
As for a proper benchmarked re-
view of Archive, that is beyond the
scope of this review. Unlike, say,
benchmarks for Basic interpreters,
benchmarks for database programs
are far from standardised and find
it difficult to take into considera-
tion the widely different capabili-
ties of various offerings. In lieu of
timed benchmarks, then, we offer
the following subjective assess-
ment which bears in mind other
database programs on the market.

QL Archive is slow. Given the
QL's Microdrives, this slowness
was rather painful compared with
comparable databases such as
dBase II or Rescue. The number of
bugs in the review sample was
wholly unacceptable, but Psion is a
prestigious company and one hopes
that they will have fixed most of
them before the product is released
to the public.

Conclusions
The QL Archive database program
is provided with a very complete
and powerful programming lan-
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guage which is sufficiently similar
to SuperBasic to make it extremely
easy for any Basic programmer to
create sophisticated procedures.

Archive is emphatically not a
'card-index' style tarted-up address
book program. The user can use it
that way if he wishes, but has the
option of writing programs that
will operate on numeric and string
variables in the files to give formid-
able capabilities. Unlike several

Archive is potentially a Yry
powerful database

program.

quite powerful (and expensive)
databases, Archive is able to oper-
ate on more than one file at a time.
It is regrettable that this aspect
was so inadequately documented in
the manual.

The Archive programming lan-
guage, unlike, for example, dBase
II's arcane and difficult language,
is refreshingly easy to use. Not
only are the statements virtually
the same as those in SuperBasic,
the programs can use global and
local variables, named procedures
can be defined and called, even
within procedures of the same
name, and all fi.les are accessible,
even those that are not the 'cur-
rent' file. It is a highly interactive
system that combines the best of
Basic with fully procedural struc-
tured programming.

Hypothetically (ie, overlooking
the bugs in the review sample of
the program), Archive is one to
rate alongside dBase II, but with a
considerably easier programming
language. Deficiencies in the user
imige ionsist mainly in the slight-
ly inconsistent use of function
keys, especially the use of the TAB
key to terminate variable inputs
when creating records. The'intelli-
gent' search facilities could cer-
tainly do with improvements.

Since Microdrives will never be
as fast as floppy disks, it is impor-
tant that the program be made to
run as fast as possible - the review
sample was not very fast - and
wide acceptability will depend
upon more accessible documenta-
tion. I feel sure that the greatest
barrier to the wider use of this
impressive software package will
be its documentation. Digital Re-
search succeeded despite its incom:
prehensible documentation. A
smaller company like Psion might
not find it so easy!



US
Barry Miles tests Psion's spreadsheet

Spreadsheets are an extremely
powerful weapon in the hands of
any person who needs to manipu-
late figures. We can include in that
category not only accountants but
anyone who has figurework to do
whether they be an engineer, sci-
entist, a clerk or any other person.
Unfortunately the theory has
grown up that spreadsheets are
purely for financial forecasting but
this grossly underestimates their
capabilities.

In the course of their ordinary
day to day work many people need
to put figures onto paper. Conven-
tionally they put these figures into
rows and columns, which they then
quite often need to add up both
horizontally and vertically. The
bugbear of this kind of work is the
need which so frequently arises to
change some of the figures and
therefore to add them up again.
This often occurs over and over

again until the person who is
preparing the sheet is running out
of patience and until the sheet
itself is almost indecipherable.

Computers, on the other hand,
can rewrite a particular piece of
memory with no recollection of
what was there before. They don't
get tired and they don't get irri-
tated at the waste of time involved
in repetitive work. It therefore
follows that computerising this
type of task is a very worthwhile
activity.

The electronic spreadsheet has
greatly eased the work of sort of
people I have just described. The
sheet is nothing more than a large
electronic piece of paper arranged
in rows and columns so that in-
formation can be inserted in boxes
which are commonly called cells.
Each ofthese cells can be identified
by a 'map reference' using co-
ordinates, so that you have rows

and columns and can refer to these
normally by letters and numbers.

The very simplest use of the
spreadsheet is to put in columns
and rows of numbers and add them
in the two directions reliably. To
use this is rather like using a
Grand Prix car to go shopping: you
can do it but its not what the device
is best at!

Stepping away from this simple
capability one can insert extra
rows or columns into the spread-
sheet. Anyone who has used a large
sheet of paper will know how
frequently they wished they had
allowed extra space for an addi-
tional column or row of figures.
Normally a spreadsheet permits
not only the insertion of rows or
columns at will but it also permits
you to move them around so that
you can reassemble your data both
vertically and horizontally; indeed
it is also possible to sort rows or



columns into order in some spread-
sheets.

More extensive use of spread-
sheets starts when you begin to put
formulae into cells so that the
figure which is to appear in a cell
depends on the content of other
cells. Formulae may be simple or
complex and the way in which the
spreadsheet is designed varies sub-
stantially. Some spreadsheets will
evaluate formulae by moving
through them from left to right,
whereas others rvill use the full
hierarchy as understood by mathe-
maticians. The QL spreadsheet
Abacus is in this latter category.

Once you prepared your table of
figures you will $-ant to print it
out. Most spreadsheets permit you
to print out sections off the sheet
itself while others, like the QL
Abacus, permit y.'ou merely to print
out the display )'ou see on the
screen. Naturalll'1'ou will want to
save the contents of your spread-
sheet from time to time and this
facility is always provided.

The very substantial hype which
accompanied the launch of the QL
has led to very' great expectations
of the software. Readers wiII there-
fore want to knorv to what extent
these expectations have been ful-
filled. The answer is: partially!

Using Abacus
Abacus is verl- simple to load: you
merely reset the machine rvith the
Abacus Microdrive car-tridge in the
left hand slot and tell the QL

whether you're using a TV or a
monitor. The machine looks for a
program called Boot on that car-
tridge and proceeds to boot up the
spreadsheet with a suitable display
showing that this is in progress.
The screen then clears and the
standard Psion package display
appears. Alternatively, you can
type LRUN MDV1 BOOT and hit
ENTER.

It is immediately obvious that
considerable attention has been
paid to the user interface. At the
top of the screen you are given a
list of the functions which can be
accessed by hitting one of the five
function keys on the QL.

F1 will get you into the help
facility, available on all packages
delivered free with the QL. Im-
mediately you touch F1 a help
screen is loaded from the Micro-
drive cartridge. The help screen
obtained is 'context sensitive'- you
get the help screen relevant to the
activity which you are trying to
carry out at the time. There is a
hierarchy ofhelp screens so that if
the screen you are presented with
does not give enough information
you can usually get further help. In
addition, when you leave the help
facility by pressing the Escape key
(again a very common function
with the QL packages) you find
that you pass back up through the
hierarchy of help screens at which
you have previously looked. This
means you are always well aware
of exactly where you are in the
program. Some lesser programs

have you darting about so that you
have no mental picture of what's
happening.

Function key 2lets you elimin-
ate the prompts which are normal-
ly on the top few lines ofthe screen
thereby enlarging the amount of
screen display which is available
for data. As soon as you become
familiar with the package you'Il be
Iikely to use this quite a bit.
Hitting F2 a second time will bring
back the prompts whenever you
need them.

F3 gives you access to the Com-
mands with which you can really
start to exploit the power of Aba-
cus. The moment you hit F3 a list
of various commands to choose
from appears on the screen. You
select these by typing the initial
ietter. If you change your mind and
wish to cancel this command before
it is implemented you hit ESC.

F4 moves you from one part of a
split screen to the other. The split
screen is somewhat misleadingly
referred to as a 'window' in the
literature.

F5 is the GOTO function key;
whenever you press this the
prompt'A1' appears, Abacus mak-
ing the reasonable assumption that
you will frequently want to go the
top left hand corner of the sheet.
You merely type in any other
co-ordinate and the cursor moves to
that particular location, which is
very convenient.

The bottom two lines of the
screen are defined as the status
area. This gives you information



about the current state of the
spreadsheet. It is rather important
as the memory available is surpri-
singly limited in Abacus so you
need to know how much memory
you have left. This is measured in
kbybes; you start off with only 15k
and end up with 0 as you fi1l the
sheet. In practice you will find that
you can put in somewhere less than
1100 pieces of information before
the sheet becomes full.

The display
You do have the choice of deciding
(when loading any package int6
an empty QL) whether you will be
using a monitor or a TV. The
brutal fact is that you are very
much better off with a monitor
than with even the highest quality
television: the definition of a
domestic TV set is not sufficiently
good to sustain a display of 80
columns without a considerable
degree ofeye strain.

Dropping the display down to 64
columns (which you can easily do
with the 'design' command) is
rather tiring on the eyes and many
people will end up using merely 40
columns which does not give a
great many figures available for
immediate viewing on the screen.
Some users might be deterred from
buying a monitor when they have
managed to buy the QL and four
packages so iheaply. This strikes
me as rather a false economy.

Information on the status line
includes the extent of the grid, in
other. words the furthermost cell
from A1 which is so far been
allocated information. The spread-
sheet is fairly large: it offers 64
columns labelled from A to BL and
256 rows;

In most spreadsheets the in-
formation that you are seeking to
put into the cell is shown on a
prompt line. In Abacus this takes
place within the control area. Edit-
ing the data as you input is re-
latively simpie: you simply hold
down the shift key and hit cursor
Ieft or cursor right to delete charac-
ters to the left of the cursor or
beneath the cursor. You may find it
aggravating that the designers
have seen fit not to include a delete
key on the QL. I certainly do!

The' machine understands that
you are about to enter text by the
fact that you remember, hopefully,
to insert inverted commas before
typing the text. In the absence of
those inverted commas it assumes

you are typing in a formula.

First impressions
Generally the first impression
given by Abacus is favourable.
There is pleasant use of colour in
the display and the prompts are
clear; the appropriate prompt on
the prompt line lights up according
to what you are doing so if you
start to enter text, for instance, the
'Text'box lights up.

But some caution is necessary
when using Abacus. This arises
fundamentally from the fact that
the spreadsheet could fairly be
described as a 'programmer's
spreadsheet'.

There are two distinct schools of
thought about spreadsn'eet design.
The first spreadsheets - such as
VisiCalc -'assumed that the person
who was entering the formulae
would also enter the data. In fact it
was assumed that the formula and
the data would be entered at more
of less the same time, rather as an
artist builds up a picture. As the
spreadsheet was built further and
further and more and more data
was added, the programmer would
think of new calculations to per-
form and immediately add. addi-
tional formulae to perform them.

This approach is fine provided
the person using the spreadsheet
knolirs exactly what he or she is
doing. More recent spreadsheet de-
signs have lent towards the idea
that the person who writes the
formula will have the skills to
design the spreadsheet but that
later, other people who do not
necessarily have those skills will
insert data into this proforma.
Spreadsheet of the latter variety
contain many protections to make
sure that formulae are not
accidentally overwritten by people
trying to enter the data.

Abacus undoubtedly falls into
the first of these categories. There
is complete freedom to overwrite
any formula at any time quite
without hindrance, hence the term
programmer's spreadsheet.

Editing facilities
The editing facilites within Abacus
are very attractive - in fact they
would do credit to a word process-
ing program! Interestingly, you
are normally in insert mode at
all times. This is often a time-
saver and to some extent offsets
the absence of a delete key fiom
the keyboard. The left and right
cursor keys will move you left and
right, one character at a time, and
when shifted allow you to move a
word at a time, to the next space or
comma.
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If you hold down the control and
hit the left or right cursor key, the
characters to the left or right ofthe
cursor are deleted one at a time; if
you press the up cursor key you
will get to the beginning of the
editable text and hitting the down
cursor will move you to the end of
the text. Holding down the control
key and hitting'up cursor'or'down
cursor' will delete all text to the
left or right of the cursor im-
mediately. Mastery of 'these com-
mands comes easily with frequent
use of the spreadsheet and once
achieved makes editing a simple
and comfortable process.

You need to be alert to the
dangers of losing all your work by
the injudicious use of the 'zap' and
'quit' commands. Zap deletes the
spreadsheet from the Abacus pro-
gram but leaves you in the pro-
grah, ready to start off some fresh
work. Quit on the other hand not
only loses your spreadsheet but
also the program as well. The
reason you need to be cautious is
because hitting F3 gets you into
the command mode, and Z gets you
into the zap command; there is a
warning on the control line that
you will lose all your text if you hit
Enter, but that is the only warning
that you get. Similarly, if you are
about to quit there is a warning
that you are about to lose your
spreadsheet. Now the point about
this is that frequent use of any
particular piece of software causes
very rapid key-striking to become
the norm. There is a danger there-
fore that you will hit F3, Z and
Enter all in one rapid movement,
only to find that you wish you had
not done so because you had forgot-
ten to save the file onto the Micro-
drive cassette!

The problem is worsened by the
fact that the Quill program auto-
matically gives you the chance to
save your file before you kill off
that file. So people who get used to
using Quill before they get used to
Abacus may pay an extensive
penalty. The point is that the work
that goes into the average word
processing file is likely to be less
than the amount which goes into
preparing a complicated spread-
sheet and putting in the data.
Therefore you may be destroying
five hours' work with a moment's
thoughtlessness. Some warning -
flashing, perhaps - for potentially
devaritating commands should be
included.

Other commands
In other respects, though, Abacus
is well designed. It holds the num-
bers in its memory to 16 significant
digits but you can display your



Abacus arrives at a cell in which
this cornrnand has been given, it
prints in the prompt line the text
which has been put into this com-
mand. As soon as the user answers,
the recalculation continues. The
effect is to make your spreadsheet
into an interactive device, which
can be used by people who do not
lay out the formulae. This is ex-
tremely attractive and allows you
to design multi-purpose spread-
sheets.

You can head columns with the
words 'January' to 'December'; in
sequence automatically. There is a
month command and you can even
arrange offsets so that you can
start any month in any column and
know that it will go from July, say,
to December and then resume at
January, continuing across the coi-
umns in a sensible fashion. This
saves an awful lot of typing and
editing.

Accountants and other financial
analysts wiII welcome the fact that
the 'internal rate or return' and
'net present value' commands are
extremely powerful - they even
allow you to discount at intervals
of less than a year, which is a
pretty advanced feature.

Working with other
software

The 'import' and 'export' com-
mands are the ones which permit
the transfer of data - albeit slowlv
- between Abacus and the othe"r
packages in the Psion series. Thus
you can bring data from Archive,
the database, or export to Archive
or indeed to Easel, the graphics
package.

This is done by preparing an
'expgrt'file in Abacus, savinglt on
a Microdrive cartridge and then
loading the appropriate package in
order to use that export file. This is
tedious business bearing in mind
the slow speed of the Microdrives
and therefore the sensible thing to
do whenever you are planning to
export is to export euerything you
may conceivably want into a num-
ber of files so that once you have
loaded the other program you are
able to make best use of the data
you have prepared.

Good and bad
points

The advantages ofAbacus are that
there is a variety of special com-

mands not present in all spread-
sheets that make this more useful
than some. The ability to use
headings as labels and then refer to
labels rather than the column or
the row makes it very easy to set
up your formulae even without
looking at the sheet at the time.

The option to have 80, 64 or 40
column displays is good, as is the
way text is allowed to spill into
neighbouring column(s) until they
are needed - a real plus factor.

The row and column commands,
used carefully, help you to prepare
tlre most common spreadsheet ap-
plications and are very convenient.
The ability to send control codes to
your printer so that your printout
can be formatted neatly is attrac-
tive.

It's nice to be able to transfer to
and from the other Psion packages,
even though this is a pretty tedious
business, because the Microdrives
are so slow.

As far as usability goes, the
on-line help facility reduces de-
pendency on the manual to a mini-
mum and speeds up learning time.
The comparative uniformityof dis-
play and function of this package
with the other Psion packages for
th€ QL shortens the learning time
for the whole set of four packages.

The intelligent attempts made
by Abacus to foresee the nature of
your commands helps speed
spreadsheet preparation and the
availability of a command which
permits the user to answer ques-
tions upon which the spreadsheet
activity will depend is a welcome
one.

On the minus side is the slow
speed of the Microdrive cartridge
system which makes loading and
saving data very tedious. The very
primitive split screen facility is
very disappointing particularly in
view of the amount of publicity
given to multi-tasking and window
operation of the QL itself.

A major defect is that when you
move the cursor rapidly by holding
down the cursor key, the screen ii
not updated until the movement is
over. If you're moving across the
screen to a particular column, it's
very easy to fly right past it!

The consolidation feature is
somewhat primitive. One would
have expected to be able to produce
a sir?gle total sheet from a large
number of files automatically.
However, the limited capacity of a
Microdrive cartridge - 120k - pre-
vents this.

I was disappointed to find that

you can't construct your formulae
by pointing the cursor at the cell
concerned, a common spreadsheet
feature.

The lack of cell protection is on
one hand an advantage, giving you
the ability to change your spread-
sheet very rapidly, but it is also a
disadvantage because it gives you
the ability to change uninten,
tionally.

The lack of a delete key on the
keyboard is really irritating - you
have to use two keys instead ofone.

Despite the QL's 128k of mem-
ory, Abacus has a remarkably
small capacity: 15k is a very small
amount of space and you will find
that if you fill approximately 1100
cells you have used all the memory
that you have available.

Conclusion
Abacus is a run-of-the-mill spread-
sheet which doesn't push baik the
frontiers of design of this type of
product. It contains a number of
good features and some unattrac-
tive ones. Its use of memory is
profligate and this probably stems
from the fact the QL itself and its
operating system were not avail-
able to the software d'esigners
when they designed this package
so it was necessary to develop the
package on another machine and
then cross-compile it for the QL,
something notoriously expensive
in memory terms.

The great disappointment which
will no doubt come as a shock to
many people who have read the QL
brochure is that multi-tasking for a
number of programs operating
simultaneously is a feature of the
QL but not of the packages which
accompany it! A careful reading of
the QL brochure shows that t-his
multi-tasking and windowing
capability is only claimed for pro-
grams operating in SuperBasic.
The brochure does not make it
clear that the Psion packages do
not operate in SuperBasic.

I can't help making comparisons
with spreadsheets operating on 8-
bit computers with only 64k of
memory available which have
vastly greater memory capacity
than Abacus and indeed operat-e
iust as quickly. Let's hope that
future versions of Abacus will
make more effective use of mem-
ory, will be faster and will permit
the QI, to at least have the graphic
capabilities of the Easel package
working at the same time as
Abacus.
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